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Preface
F

or well over a generation, stories of Link, hero of Hyrule, have been passed
down in sacred text, cartridge, and disk. They began with The Legend of

Zelda, released on a golden cart in the summer of 1987. The revolutionary
top-down dungeon crawl defined the action-adventure genre and spurred a
series of beloved games appearing on nearly every Nintendo console to date.

To celebrate thirty years of the series many just call Zelda, Nintendo teamed
with Ambit to create the book you now hold in your hands. First published
in the year leading up to Breath of the Wild and now translated into English
for the first time, this encyclopedia collects the myriad characters, creatures,
locales, and key moments that make Zelda truly a legend.

T

he Legend ofZelda endures across vast periods of time and great distances
both within the land of Hyrule and well beyond its borders. There are

multiple timelines, chronicling different outcomes in an eternal struggle for
courage, power, and wisdom.

What follows is an encyclopedic guide to the events in the Legend ofZelda
series to date, framed by key settings, figures, creatures, and cultures. These
pages will unearth old memories for many and deepen the lore behind the
various tales of Link told over the years.

The world of Zelda has evolved, growing in scope and complexity with leaps
forward in technology. Some elements at play behind early titles were not
spoken of at the time of release, and interpretations of these first adventures
of Link in Hyrule have evolved to include the context of later games.

This section covers both original and remake versions of key titles in the series,
including HD releases, using the same names where referenced generally.
It draws from in-game content as well as developmental and promotional
materials, connecting the stories and worlds presented in each title as naturally
as possible. Where necessary, the writers of this book added their own
interpretations and expanded upon the games’ stories. It should be noted
that the events described here are also subject to revision, as new trials may
await the people of Hyrule in ages to come.

Historical
Records
The World of The Legend of Zelda
THROUGH THE AGES

I

Traditions & History

|

To better know the world of The Legend of Zelda,
history, the connections between its eras, the
chosen hero, Zelda and the goddess Hylia, and
The diagram on the right shows the connected
timelines of seventeen key stories in the Zelda
series (the details of each story begin on page
217). Following the events of Ocarina of Time, the
timeline was divided into three distinct paths. This
section presents the history of Hyrule using this
chronology as a foundation.

Titles set in places other than
the kingdom of Hyrule

THE HERO IS DEFEATED
Ganon, King of Evil.
£ J Imprisoning War.
THE HERO IS TRIUMPHANT
A Link to the Past

(#3)
King of Evil Ganon revives, theii is exterminated.
The Triforce returns to Hyrule (

I Link's Awakening*

Q ADULT TIMELINE:
GANON IS SEALED AWAY

(#4) 1

T

The Wind Waker

Oracle of Seasons & Oracle of Ages (#7)

Ganondorf is revived and defeated by Link.
The Triforce is united.
Hyrule is washed away. Its people set out for a new land.

The Triforce splits.

(#8)

Phantom Hourglass

(413)

| Kingdom of Hyrule is founded ii

—

Spirit Tracks

The Legend of Zelda_(#1)

ofLink

(#2)

(#14)

History of Hyrule

---

This brief summary contains Hyrule s history,
timeline on the left-hand page.

A Battle for Time: The Triforce of Power that
remained with Ganondorf, the Triforce of
Wisdom within Princess Zelda, and the Triforce
of Courage within the Hero of Time, Link, reunite
once more in a decisive battle. The fate of Hyrule

Q HYLIA& THE HERO OF TIME
Creation of the World: The three Golden
Goddesses create the land that will come to be
known as Hyrule and leave behind the Triforce
(page 13), golden triangles bearing the goddesses’
The Goddess Hylia: Evil appears from beneath
the land. The goddess Hylia, entrusted with the

Q THE HERO IS DEFEATED
Sealing Ganon: The hero fads. Ganondorf
steals the Triforces of Wisdom and Courage and
transforms into the Dark Beast Ganon. The Seven
Sages, including Princess Zelda, seal the unified
Triforce and Ganon in the Sacred Realm.

away Demise. She knows that Demise will come

The Imprisoning War: Fighting erupts in the
Sacred Realm. The Seven Sages seal the entrance
to the Sacred Realm and Ganon in it.

Triforce for her and a chosen heroso that they
might defeat Demise.

A Link to the Past: Ganon, sealed in the Sacred
Realm, transformed into the Dark World, plots his
revival in the Light World. A boy descended from
a clan of knights defeats Ganon. He recovers the
Triforce, and peace returns to the world.

Skyward Sword: Guided by a spirit, a young
man tempers the Goddess Sword into the Master
Sword and takes his place as the chosen hero. The
power of the Triforce destroys Demise.

strong magical powers desires the Triforce and
fights to obtain it. The goddesses send spirits of
light, which banish this group to the Twilight
Realm (page 30).
Sealing the Sacred Realm: The sage Rauru builds
the Temple of Time and seals the entrance to the
Sacred Realm (page 24).
Founding of the Kingdom of Hyrule: The
kingdom of Hyrule is founded in the land watched
over by Hylia (page 12).

-^50
Q CHILD TIMELINE
Return of the Hero: Princess Zelda and the rest
of the Seven Sages seal away Ganondorf and the
Triforce of Power. Link, having returned to his
Ganondorf’s ambitions before they can take
of Courage.
Majora’s Mask: The Hero of Time, searching for
his fairy partner, Navi, wanders into the world of
Termina (page 36).
The Failed Execution of Ganondorf: The
kingdom of Hyrule attempts to execute Ganondorf
as a traitor. However, since he was chosen by the
Triforce of Power and had been blessed with
the power of the goddesses, it was impossible to
execute Ganondorf. He could only be banished to
the Twilight Realm (page 30) by the sages.

Link’s Awakening: The hero departs on a training
journey and washes ashore on Koholint Island.

Twilight Princess: Ganondorf, a spirit in the
Twilight Realm, manages to return to the Light
World. He attempts to regain his former power,
only to be destroyed by the hero.

Oracle of Seasons and Ages: A young man
visiting Hyrule Castle is whisked away to realms of
trials known as Holodrum and Labrynna, guided
by the Triforce. He becomes a hero and stops the
complete revival of Ganon.

Four Swords Adventures: Ganondorf rein¬
carnates. He obtains the evil Trident and becomes
Demon King Ganon, breaking the seal on the
demon Vaati. The hero obtains the Four Sword,
defeats Vaati, and seals away Ganon.

The Triforce Separates: The Triforce pieces sep¬
arate and reside within the souls of the legendary
hero, Princess Zelda, and Ganon.

Ill ADULT TIMELINE

A Link Between Worlds: The sorcerer Yuga (page
32), from a parallel world known as Lorule, targets
the Triforce. Yuga awakens the soul of Ganon
in Lorule, but Link manages to defeat their
combined form and unify the Triforce once more.

Sealing Ganon: Ganon is sealed along with the
Triforce of Power. The Hero of Time disappears,
having returned to his original time. With the hero
gone, the Triforce of Courage splits into eight

The Minish Legend: The Minish (page 52) gift
the Hero of Men with the powerful Picori Blade,
and the royal family with the sacred Light Force.
The hero seals away the evil plaguing Hyrule.

Tri Force Heroes: Hytopia (page 42) gathers
heroes. They save Princess Styla, who was cursed
by the Drablands Witch.

Hyrule Submerged: Ganon returns. The hero
does not. To prevent the destruction of the world,
the goddesses submerge and seal Hyrule, along
with Ganon, beneath the Great Sea.

The Minish Cap: The Light Force is targeted by
the demon Vaati. The Four Sword (page 83) is
forged from the legendary sword of the Picori, and
Vaati, having become a demon, is sealed.

A Kingdom of Prosperity: The king of Hyrule
uses the Triforce to make the kingdom prosperous.
When the king dies, Princess Zelda refuses to tell
her unworthy brother the location of the Triforce
of Courage. She is then put into a cursed slumber
(page 17).

The Wind Waker: Ganondorf revives again. The
ancient king of Hyrule guides Link and Princess
Zelda, and they once again unite the Triforce. The
king uses the Triforce to bury both Ganon and
Hyrule beneath the ocean (page 15).

Four Swords: After being tricked by Ganon into
defeats both Vaati and, with the help of Princess
Hyrulean Civil War: Conflict among the different
king of Hyrule quells the war and unifies the
Ocarina of Time: The thief Ganondorf (page
20) invades the Sacred Realm. He touches the
Triforce, and the Triforce splits into three. The
youth chosen as the Hero of Time wields the
Master Sword and, traveling across seven years,
awakens the Seven Sages.

The Kingdom Declines: The kingdom declines
and its borders recede.
The Legend of Zelda: While Hyrule is small
and vulnerable, Ganon awakens. The Triforce of
Power is stolen. Princess Zelda splits the Triforce
of Wisdom into eight pieces and hides them. A
young hero gathers the pieces and defeats Ganon.
The Adventure of Link: The boy who defeated
Ganon takes on a series of trials left by the old
king. He obtains the Triforce of Courage, hidden
in the Great Palace, and awakens the sleeping
Princess Zelda. The three pieces of the Triforce
are unified in the kingdom of Hyrule.

Phantom Hourglass: Princess Zelda and her
voyage while becoming caught up in the Temple
of the Ocean King, freeing it from the grips of the
monster known as Bellum (page 39).
Founding the Nation of Hyrule: They arrive at
the land of the Spirits of Good and make peace
with the Lokomo tribe there (page 40).
Spirit Tracks: The Demon King, Malladus, sealed
long ago, returns. Princess Zelda and Link defeat
the demon. The Lokomo guardians return to the
people of Hyrule.
History ofHyr

The Goddesses & the Creation Myth
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When all was chaos and nothing yet existed, it is
said that three goddesses created the world. Din,
the Goddess of Power, created the land. Nayru, the
Goddess of Wisdom, created order. And Farore,
the Goddess of Courage, created all life. When
the creators departed the world, they left behind
three golden triangles symbolizing their power:
the Triforce, which grants the wish of anyone who
touches it. Upon their departure to the heavens,
the three goddesses entrusted another goddess,
Hylia, and a legion of spirits and fairies (page 22)
with protecting the land they had created.
Why the goddesses left the Triforce behind
is shrouded in mystery. Many have tried to obtain
it; many have fought to keep it. For ordinary
people, the Triforce is a symbol of faith, but when
the world faces great calamity, its great power can
be unlocked.

The Goddess Hylia
_-O-After the three goddesses departed, the Triforce
and the world were entrusted to the goddess Hylia.
Hylias great responsibility was soon tested as
evil beings emerged from beneath the ground,
seeking the Triforce. Called demons (page 98),
they served an evil power so great it was known
only as “Demise.”
Without the power to fight, Hylia’s people
could only cry out for help to the goddess. She
along with the Triforce, moving her people to
safety high above. The land and the sky were then
separated by a sea of clouds.
After a ferocious battle, Demise was sealed
away. However, it became apparent that the
seal would not last long against Demise’s great
power. Hylia knew that her power alone was not
enough to stop Demise and that her only hope
was to unlock the power of the Triforce. Since a
goddess cannot wield the power of the Triforce,
Hylia sacrificed her divinity. Reborn as a Hylian
and working together with Link, the goddess
destroyed Demise. Eternally reborn, she fives
among her people as a Hylian in the kingdom
now known as Hyrule.
For her selfless acts to protect the Hylians who
bear her name, Hylia is among the most praised
and beloved deities in all of Hyrule.

The Goddesses & the Creation Myth \

! Hylia

--

————

The Triforce

Origin of Hyrule & the Hylians
_-O—-——--—

The Kingdom of Hyrule
—— --—
At the heart of Hyrule is its kingdom, whose
faithful people are called to keep the world at
peace. The kingdom of Hyrule reigns over land
that has been called the “Country of the Gods,”
largely for the wealth and prosperity it enjoys from
its divine protection.
The Triforce is traditionally under the care of
Hyrulean sages or the royal family. It is their duty
to keep it from the clutches of heartless and evil
beings who desire its power.
When wars break out, those bearing the rightful
lineage of Hylia are called to the kingdom of
Hyrule to keep chaos at bay.
The kingdom is often threatened by demons
(page 98), and this has created a cycle of pros¬
perity and decline. Over time, Hyrule’s history

Although there are many legends regarding
Princess Zelda (page 16), few records of other
Hylian royals survive. King Daltus in The Minish
Cap, King Daphnes in The Wind Waker, and the
ancient King Gustaf are often cited as rulers of

The Kingdom ofHyr

Zelda, Princess of Legend
_-O-—-

-

While Hyrule is invaded by the army of the Twilight Realm
(page 30), Zelda is asked to choose between surrender and the
destruction of her people. Ihe princess chooses to surrender
in order to save her people. Accepting subjugation, she wears
a black robe. She comes to meet the princess of the Twilight
Realm, Midna. Together, they overcome the ancient grudges
between the Light World and the Twilight Realm to help Link
stop Ganondorf, with Zelda and Midna both nearly sacrificing

$2 TRIFORCE GUIDE
Captured by a wizard plotting to revive Ganon,
Zelda reaches out telepathically to Link, who
carries the spirit of a hero. Along with the
maidens who carry the blood of the Wise Men,

of Legend

m HOPE OF HER PEOPLE
Princess Zelda is the symbol of hope
for the people of the kingdom of
Hyrule. When Zelda is threatened,
the Flame of Despair is lit (page 34).

@ LIGHT OF THE KINGDOM
The demon Vaati escapes his seal and works
to revive Ganon. Ihe hero, wielding the Four
Sword, fights to defeat Vaati and a primal
form of Ganon with the aid of Zeldas magic.

Ihe great King of Evil, Ganon, captures Zelda, hoping she will reveal to him where
she has hidden the Triforce of Wisdom. Zelda sends Impa to seek out a hero to
put an end to Ganon’s ambitions. Protecting die Triforce from evil is the role of
the royal family in Hyrule, one Zelda takes very seriously.
17

Link, the Chosen Hero
B>5C^_—--—-———

THE MANY LINKS OF HYRULE

%

Ganondorf, King of Evil
_>-3--——-

;d by the kingdom of Hyrule. As leader of
the Gerudo, Ganondorf was expected to swear fealty to the
Hyrulean king. He did so in order to gain the king’s trust, which
allowed him to move freely until the moment he could acquire
the Triforce—a moment that was realized when he followed
;n Ganondorf touched the
;d. The Triforce of Power remained
:d. In battle with Link for
ed the limits of his Triforce
d transformed into a den
Defeated and sealed away by the Seven Sages (page 24),
Ganon has repeatedly returned to wage a seemingly eternal
battle for the Triforce, only to be thwarted each time by the

orf, King of Evil

Spirits
_>0—Spirits in The Legend of Zelda possess unique
powers and have an astral form different from
physical matter. While their true form is tech¬
nically invisible, they can reveal themselves
and communicate by living within or taking on
It is not uncommon for a spirit’s appearance to
change depending on who they choose to appear
to and when. Many spirits visible to people take
the form of animals like turtles or whales. While
many act as guides, spirits have at times been
known to forge bonds of friendship with Hylians
and others like them.
Rare spirits like the Ocean King (page 39)
watch over entire worlds. Commanded by the
goddesses, these and other spirits serve as a con¬
nection between people and their creators, and
even come to be worshiped as protective deities.
In Hyrule, you can often see symbolic marks
or names related to Din, Nayru, and Farore.

B Levias, the Spirit of the Sky from Skyward Sword. Here he
B A seedling born from the roots of the withered Deku Tr
tell Link about his past. By the time of The Wind Waker, it

|

THE THREE ANCIENT DRAG ONS

£

In the time of Skyward Sword, three spirit dragons watched over the Surface:
dragon, Eldin, overseer of volcanic lands; and the thunder dragon, Lanayru,
who had domain over the deserts. In addition to being entrusted with the
land by the goddess Hylia, alongside the sky spirit Levias, their role was to
pass on the four parts of the Song of the Hero to the hero. Each possessed
the power of the land they were in, such as the ability to flood entire forests
and set off volcanoes. The thunder dragon controlled the Ancient Robots
(page 54) of the era by way of Timeshift Stones hidden beneath the desert
that bears his name.

Faron

Eldin

SPIRITS OF LIGHT
Sent by the goddesses, the Spirits of Light sealed away the magical power of
a group targeting the Triforce and banished them to the Twilight Realm
(page 30). Their magical power was sealed in a Fused Shadow, split into
four, and guarded in separate locations.
Just like the dragons, the names of these spirits were the same as the lands
they protected: Ordona, Faron, Eldin, and Lanayru. Although they lived in
spirit fountains, these spirits did not normally show themselves to people.
They appeared to the hero as animals: a goat, monkeys, a bird, and a snake.
In Twilight Princess, after fulfilling their roles and disappearing, the spirits’
springs become fairy springs, continuing to grant life energy to anyone who
might happen upon them.

Lanayru

j GUARDIAN DEITIES OF VARIOUS LANDS ^
The Great Deku Tree in Ocarina of Time nurtured the forest and the Kokiri
(page 50). Lord Jabu-Jabu, an enormous whale-like guardian deity, was
enshrined in the home of the Zora (page 48) at the source of their water.
Both were spirits beloved as guardian deities. Residing within the Fire
Temple in Ocarina of Time, Volvagia was a wicked dragon defeated by Link;
in essence, it was the spirit of Death Mountain.

The Great Deku Tree
22 I Spirits

Lord Jabu-Jabu

In The Wind Waker, the Deku Tree, spirit of the forest, was connected to the
fire spirit Valoo and the water spirit Jabun. These great spirits of nature were
a part of the daily lives of the people. They awaited the reincarnation of the
hero, Link, and guarded the pearls of Farore, Din, and Nayru.

Fairies

GREAT FAIRIES OF LEGEND

The Sacred Realm & the Sages
_-o———■—-—_~
When the goddesses descended and gave life to the world,
they left the Triforce behind, and where it came to rest
became known as the Sacred Realm. Those who guard the
Sacred Realm with the royal family are called sages. The
mysterious power of the early Hylians has largely been lost
as eras have passed, but the sages and their descendants still
possess this sacred power.
Each time the world falls into certain crisis, a new group
The location of the Sacred Realm had long been a
ancient sage Rauru placed the Triforce of the Sacred Realm
in the Temple of Light and constructed the Temple of Time
(page 26) on the other side to conceal its entrance. The key
that joined the Temple of Light to the Temple of Time was
the Blade of Evils Bane, the Master Sword (page 82).
The towering Door of Time, at the heart of the Temple of
Time, was erected to prevent anyone but a chosen hero hum
approaching the Master Swords pedestal. The door was
sealed, and would not open without a song from the royal
family’s Ocarina of Time, and Spiritual Stones of forest, fire,
and water, each entrusted to a race swearing loyalty to the
When young Link opened the door and drew the Master
Sword, Ganondorfwas right behind him. The Gerudo thief
invaded the Sacred Realm and used the Triforce of Power
to become the King of Evil. Link, the Hero of Time, was
thrust forward in time to awaken the sages and, together
with their leader, Princess Zelda, seal Ganon away.
In the timeline where the Hero of Time failed to stop
Ganondorf, a war over the Sacred Realm broke out. Vile
demons poured out of the Sacred Realm, which had been
turned into the Dark World (page 29) by Canon’s evil heart.
The Seven Sages of that era sealed the realm in a ferocious
battle known as the Imprisoning War. The clan of knights
tasked with guarding the sages was nearly wiped out in
No matter the timeline, Hyrule’s sages and their
descendants are fated to be targeted by Ganon and the
forces of evil.

The Sacred Realm & the Sages

Light
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The Temple of Tin

| Other Lands & Realms |

BEYOND HYRULE
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Though Hyrule is the land that is most associated
with the Legend ofZelda series, there are many other
lands that populate the legends.
Some exist independendy of Hyrule and the
world that it occupies, while others can be seen as
photo negatives of Hyrule, or, if Hyrule and that
world were two sides of the same coin, Hyrule
would face the light, while the other side would be
in the shadow. They are counterparts and form a
pair, with Hyrule being situated in the Light World
and its parallel counterpart existing in places called
the Dark World or the Twilight Realm, demon¬
strating their relationship to one another.
Additionally, Lorule is a parallel world that acts
as the opposite side of Hyrule, but also has its own
separate history and Triforce.

Kingdom
|

1 = Parallel world

These worlds do not ordinarily come in contact
trigger breaks down the barriers between them.
There are also illusory worlds that exist only in
of time.
Kingdoms like Hytopia are connected to Hyrule
by land and can be reached by conventional
means—on foot or on horseback.
The skies over Hyrule have held their share of
lands as well. Skyloft was created when the goddess
Hylia raised islands of land off of the surface of the
evil. The Oocca’s City in the Sky and the Wind
Tribe’s Palace of the Winds have also occupied the

In the Adult timeline, where the Hero of Time
disappears back to his rightful time, Hyrule is
submerged beneath the Great Sea to seal Ganon
and his evil forces. The Great Sea is connected to
the neighboring world of the Ocean King by water.
Beyond that is open sea that leads to the land of
the Spirits of Good, which would become the land
where Tetra founds the new kingdom of Hyrule.
The chart below illustrates one way of looking
at the relationships between these various lands.
Only the lands that serve as settings of the known
legends are covered here, but it is certain that there

Dark World: Ruins of the Sacred Realm
_aJ---——

.-..

o

H
X

D The Sacred Realm, transformed in the Dark World by the power of the Triforce. BB The same meadow as it appears in
the Light and Dark Worlds. D Link as a rabbit in the Dark World. B The Cursed Fairy, as she appears in the Dark World.

MONSTERS IN LIGHT & DARK
Every living being changes in the Dark World:

Light World: Poe Darrk World: Hyu
Dark World I 29

The Twilight Realm; where the ancient twili dwell
--..-.-...—
In Twilight Princess, Link is introduced to the
Twilight Realm: a domain of shadows where
the goddesses, by way of the four Light Spirits,
banished the Interlopers, who sought to establish
dominion over the Sacred Realm.
Unable to return to the Light World, the
inhabitants of this realm eventually evolved into
a race known as the Twili.
The sun does not shine in the Twilight Realm.
Instead, there are glowing spheres of light and
power known as Sols that give the realm life.

ORIGIN OF THE
TWILIGHT REALM & THE TWILI

g
>

I

The origin of the Twili dates back to an ancient
battle among Hylians over the Triforce of the
Sacred Realm.
The Twili were once people of Hyrule with
powerful magical abilities. Using this magic, they
attempted to take control of the Triforce.
The goddesses sent the Light Spirits to the
Sacred Realm to stop these would-be usurpers of
the Triforce’s power. Using the Mirror of Twilight,
the Light Spirits banished the usurpers to the
Twilight Realm and sealed their most powerful
magic in Fused Shadows. Barred from returning
to the Light World, they became the Twili, forever
living in Hyrule’s shadow.
Though they lost their most powerful abilities,
the Twili still possess some magical power, and the
They built a leadership structure around
those with the strongest magical abilities. Until
Ganondorf s interference in Twilight Princess,
they lived in relative peace for ages, their hearts
said to be purified in the gentle evening glow of a
beautiful, if lonely, realm.

The Twilight Re

****"->gSyo

Lorule: A Second Triforce
_>j-——-—
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D The Triforce of Lorule. B Lorule Castle, somehow standing on collapsed ground. B The entrance to Hyrule is
discovered by the priest Yuga. □ The Triforce of Lorule. Princess Zelda and Link return its power to Lorule.

Holodrum: Trial of Seasons
_jO—-----—

—
Holodrum is the land where Link faces a trial
bestowed upon him by the Triforce in Oracle of
Seasons. It is governed by the spirits of the four
seasons: spring, summer, autumn, and winter,
in Season Towers. Din, the Oracle of Seasons,
ensures their stability.
When Din is sealed away, Link must seek out
the eight Essences of Nature, trade the essences
for a Huge Maku Seed with the Maku Tree, and
Onox’s Castle in Holodrum’s northern reaches
and save Din.

ESSENCES OF NATURE
Fertile Soil: Seeds are scattered across the
bountiful lands of Holodrum and nourished in it.
Gift of Time: It allows seeds to sprout and
seasons to change.
Bright Sun: Young shoots grow quickly under its
Soothing Rain: Bathed in its drops, shoots grow
into saplings.
Nurturing Warmth: It helps balmy days build
strong saplings.
Blowing Wind: Sweet fruit is bom when pollen
is carried by it.
Seed of Life: Life begins anew when birds carry
Changing Seasons: Scattered seeds sprout in
spring, grow in summer, bear fruit in fall, and sleep
through winter. It is an endless cycle of life...
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LABRYNNA:

Trial of Ages

_aJ———-—-—
If Holodrum is the domain of the seasons,
Labrynna is the domain of time. In Oracle of Ages,
Link is transported to Labrynna by the Triforce
and must face another trial: correcting the flow of
time by saving the Oracle of Ages, Nayru, after she
is possessed by Veran, the Sorceress of Shadows.
Link must travel between past- and present-day
Labrynna, seeking out the eight Essences of Time.
He must then trade these with the Maku Tree for
another Huge Maku Seed.
In ancient times, the land of Labrynna was ruled
by Queen Ambi, who had her subjects construct
the giant Black Tower that still stands there.
Labrynna is also home to the Zora, who live in
the Zora Seas, and the Tokay, who call the shores
of Crescent Island home.
ESSENCES OF TIME
Eternal Spirit: Even after life ends, it speaks
across time to the heart.
Ancient Wood: It whispers only truth to closed
ears from out of the stillness.
Echoing Howl: It echoes far across the plains to
speak to insolent hearts.
Burning Flame: It reignites wavering hearts with
a hero’s burning passion.
Sacred Soil: All that lies sleeping in the bosom of
the earth will know its nourishing warmth.
Lonely Peak: It is a proud, lonely spirit that
Rolling Sea: The mystical song of the sea roars
adventure.
Falling Star: Hie eternal light of this heavenly
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Termina:

The World of Majora's Mask

— -——-

A TALE OF FOUR GIANTS
& A FALLING MOON
In Clock Town, at the heart of Termina, there is a
story passed down telling of four guardian giants
(depicted in the bottom right image). According
to this story, the giants once lived together in
harmony with the town, and there’s also mention
of a mischievous imp ... the Skull Kid. The four
giants were spirit friends of the Skull Kid who,
much like Termina itself, were created in a new
form by the power of Majora’s Mask. As for the
Skull Kids past deeds ... they are now legend
among the people of Termina.
As the legend continues, the giants are sealed
away, and Termina is fated to be destroyed by the
swiftly falling moon. Luckily, the Hero of Time
appears to defeat Majora’s wicked embodiment
and break the curse of Majora’s Mask. While the
hero’s pure heart allows the world of Termina to
momentarily revel in its salvation, as soon as he
departs, that world ceases to exist. Having learned
his lesson, the Skull Kid makes amends with his
friends the giants, and thus the world in his heart
also finds peace and is able to greet the dawn of

THE CARNIVAL OF TIME

THE FOUR GIANTS

Each year, the season of harmony begins when the
sun and moon are in alignment. Paying homage to
the way that both nature and time are tirelessly in the
process of progressing. The Carnival of Time is when
the peoples of the four worlds celebrate that harmony
and request fruitfulness for the next year.
For ages, people have worn masks resembling
the giants who are the gods of the four worlds. Now,
it has become a custom for each person to bring a
handmade mask to the Carnival of Time. It is said
that if a couple united on the day of the festival and
dedicated a mask as a sign of their union, it would
bring luck.
The centerpiece of the carnival is the Clock Tower,
and on the eve of all the festivities, the doors to its
roof are opened. From atop the Clock Tower roof, a
ceremony to call the gods is held and an ancient song

This tale's from long ago when all the people weren't
separated into four worlds like they are now. In those
times all the people lived together, and the four giants
lived among them. On the day of the festival that
celebrates the harvest, the giants spoke to the people.
"We have chosen to guard the people while we
sleep. 100 steps north, 100 steps south, 100 steps east,
100 steps west. If you have need, call us in a loud
voice by declaring something such as 'The mountain
blizzard has trapped us.' or 'The ocean is about to
swallow us.' Your cries shall carry to us..."
Now then... there was one who was shocked and
saddened by all this. A little imp. The imp was a friend
of the giants before they had created the four worlds.
"Why must you leave? Why do you not stay?" The
childhood friend felt neglected, so he spread his anger
across the four worlds. Repeatedly, he wronged all
people. Overwhelmed by misfortune, the people sang
the song of prayer to the giants who lived in each of
the four compass directions.
The giants heard their cry and responded with a
roar. "Oh, imp. Oh, imp. We are the protectors of the
people. You have caused the people pain. Oh, imp,
leave these four worlds! Otherwise, we shall tear
you apart!"
The imp was frightened and saddened. He had
lost his old friends. The imp returned to the heavens,
and harmony was restored to the four worlds. And
the people rejoiced and they worshiped the giants of
the four worlds like gods.
And they lived happily... ever after...
—Legend as told by Anju's Grandmother

All of these festivities for the Carnival of Time are
held so that we may ask the gods for a rich harvest in
the year to come!
—Legend as told by Anju's Grandmother

truly exist, that the imp is the Skull Kid, and the heavens
are Hyrule.
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Koholint Island: the dream of the wind fish
- -———.— ———
Not far from the kingdom of Hyrule, there lives
a sky spirit known as the Wind Fish. Massive and
powerful, the Wind Fish is said to control the
wind—and within its dreams he an entire world.
resides, in the dream of a great whale in the sky.
The island is a peaceful domain of song-loving
people who know nothing of existence beyond
It is said that life on the island began with a
giant egg. The island formed around it, and on
the island, people and animals were bom. Beyond
being surrounded by water, Koholint’s geography
closely resembles that of Hyrule.
During the events of Links Awakening, the
island has become the target of Nightmares

form of an owl, awaiting the arrival of a hero who
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kicks up, creating a massive storm. Link, the very
same hero from A Link to the Past, is caught in the
storm and marooned on Koholint. The Wind Fish
guides Link on a quest to awaken himself.
If the Wind Fish is woken up, this world will
vanish. To the parasitic Nightmares living off
the dream, this means destruction. To avoid
the destruction of the world, the Nightmares
began creating monsters. So long as they do not
relinquish the musical instruments of awakening,
they can obstruct the hero. Ultimately, the hero
wakes the Wind Fish and escapes the island.
Koholint Island vanishes into the sea.
Though the world was an illusion, Link’s mem¬
ories remain. It could be said that the memories
themselves are the world of Koholint Island.

LINKS ACROSS SEA & TIME
The Wind Fish and the Ocean King are both
of whales. In addition to being leeched off by
monsters, Koholint Island and the world of the
Ocean King share many other elements.
Incidentally, “Ballad of the Wind Fish” is the
name of a song played by the Zora band the
Indigo-Go’s (page 49). The melody is different,
however. Additionally, Captain Linebeck, who
was dragged into the world of the Ocean King,
has a grave in Spirit Tracks, as well as a grandson,
so it is certain that he arrived in the land of the
Spirits of Good (page 40).

Koholint Island

.

World of the Ocean King: another life at sea

_O--Phantom Hourglas

The waters beyond Hyrule are the domain of
a great spirit known as the Ocean King. Many
people live on islands that dot the vast seas beyond
It is a parallel world that the hero Link wanders
into in Phantom Hourglass. The world of the Ocean
King, though in another realm, appears very
much like the Great Sea of Link’s world. There are
numerous islands, including some inhabited by
Gorons and Anouki, races found in old and new
Hyrule. The Ocean King’s world has also received
the divine protection of three goddesses, similar
to Hyrule, and is full of life force. Leaf, the Spirit
of Power; Neri, the Spirit of Wisdom; and Ciela,
the Spirit of Courage, serve the Ocean King, and
their stronghold is the Temple of the Ocean King
on Mercay Island in the southwest.
The flow of time in this parallel world is vastly
different from Hyrule’s, as the Ocean King and the
Spirit of Courage have the power to control it
The Ocean King’s life force is stolen by a
demon known as Bellum in Phantom Hourglass,
and the possessed Ocean King is dragged into the
depths of his temple. Bellum, usurping the temple,
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to create guardian Phantoms to prevent anyone
from drawing near. To gather more life force,
Bellum creates a Ghost Ship, spreading rumors
of treasure to lure and trap prey in the world of
the Ocean King. The spectral vessel terrorizes the
seas, claiming the lives of many sailors.
As rumors spread of a Ghost Ship, Tetra’s pirate
replace old Hyrule, submerged in the end of Ihe
WindWaker.
The Ghost Ship lures the pirates and Link, the
Hero of Winds, into the world of the Ocean King.
But Link’s ready, having tangled with bigger fish.
He defeats Bellum and revives the Ocean King.
With Bellum gone, his Ghost Ship vanishes.

World of the Ocean King

New Hyrule: Land of the Spirits of Good
_-aJ?
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There is a land far from the ancient kingdom of
Hyrule governed by the Spirits of Good and home
to the Lokomo tribe.
When old Hyrule was flooded, this was the
land where Tetra’s pirate crew founded a new
kingdom. Tetra, revealed to be Princess Zelda in
The Wind Waker, became this New Hyrale’s ruler
and founder.
A new castle and bustling Castle Town were
built near the Tower of Spirits, off an inlet on the
southern coast.
A complicated network of Spirit Tracks,
already present after a prolonged war with the
demon Malladus, allowed faster travel across vast
stretches of land.
One hundred years after its founding, this
world became the setting for Spirit Tracks.
Zelda, Tetra’s descendant, who handles their
appointment. The hero of this era begins his
adventure as one such engineer.
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THE LOKOMO GUARDIANS
& THE SPIRIT TRACKS

THE TOWER OF SPIRITS & THE SPIRIT TRACKS

HYTOPIA:
_-O

The Fashion-Forward Kingdom

—-————-——
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The Different Races
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THE GERUDO: Noble Thieves of the Desert
_aJ------— ——
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TheGorons:
—-—
A HISTORY AS OLD AS ROCKS

The Go

Bodies Like Boulders

THE ZORA!

Protectors of Water

-———--

The Zc

THE KOKIRi:

Fairy People of the Forest

- -———

.—

Deep within the Kokiri Forest hve a people
protected by the Great Deku Tree. It is said that
the Kokiri never age, maintaining their childlike
forms eternally. They all wear the same green
outfit, and become a true Kokiri when partnered
with a fairy. The Kokiri maintain almost no
contact with the other peoples ofHyrule, though
they are known among the Hylians, who often
refer to them as “forest fairies.”
In truth, the Kokiri are also Hylians. They trace
their roots back to a time when the Hylians were
first developing their civilization, building cities
and relying on a less natural way of life. The Kokiri
decided to distance themselves from the Hylians,
exiling themselves to the forest to make their own
way of life closer to nature.
The Kokiri are told that they will die if they leave
the forest, but that is because they will age in places
Sage of Forest revives and the child of the Deku
Tree is born, they become able to venture outside
of the forest they had been confined to for so long.
In a later era, a Kokiri serves alongside the
king as the Sage of Wind, offering prayers to the

Deku Scrubs:
—-

50 I The Kokori\ Deku Scrubs
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Forest Troublemakers

Ocarina of Time

The Minish: Saviors from the Sky
——-—
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The Minish Cap

The Wind Tribe* hearing whispers of the winds

mastered living with wind. Together with the
Palace of Winds, they rose up to make a life in
the sky. In homes above the cloud tops, they
harness the power of wind, walk on top of clouds,
and are able to travel freely between the sky and
In The Minish Cap, the tribe guards the Wind
Element, which sleeps in the Palace of Winds.
They guard the entrance, forbidding anyone from
The leader of the Wind Tribe knows everything
happening on the surface by listening to rumors
carried by the wind.
Since ancient times, this tribe has passed
down the legends of a sacred sword and the
four Elements that are the key to unlocking
its potential.

52 I The Minish \ The Wind Tribe
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Ancient Peoples
——-—Five races other than Hylians existed during the
age of the goddess Hylia. Those five races stood
with the goddess Hylia to fight the demon hordes
and the Demon King Demise and remained on the
surface after he was sealed away.
With the exception of the Ancient Robots, these
early people lived nomadic fives. Tribes formed
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according to the lands they called home—in
forests, deserts, and volcanoes. Unlike the peoples
of later eras, they did not form villages.
Of the ancient peoples, the Hylians and Gorons
(page 46) can be seen in nearly every era since, and
have not changed significantly.

Other Races
_-O-—Many other races make their homes in Hyrule and lands well beyond.
Smaller groups have existed over the many eras of history and in myriad
other realms. All are well adapted to their living environments, with unique
customs and cultures. For every group that is friendly to Hylians and other

races, there is another that lives in isolation or outright hostility.
In most cases, the peoples of Hyrule and beyond share a language with
Hylians and can communicate and understand one another,

CHANGES
IN THE RACES
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Geography & Nature

Maps Across Timelines
- — -—-

Maps Across Tinmelines I S7

THE CORNERS OF HYRULE OVERTIME

HYRULE UNDERWATER
In The Wind Waker, where Hyrule is submerged
under the Great Sea, only islands dot the surface,
showing no trace of the vast land it once was.
Guardian spirits watch over three of those islands
until Ganondorf destroys Greatfish Island.
It is on these scattered islands that pieces of
Hyrule as it appeared in Ocarina of Time remain,
inhabited by survivors of the flood.

To adapt to a world composed mostly of water,
the Kokiri became the Koroks. Knowing this, it
can be extrapolated that the Great Deku Tree is
the same Great Deku Tree from the era of the Hero
of Time, and that the Kokiri Forest has become
Forest Haven.
From there, it is possible to link these other
locations that remain above the waves.

• Zora’s Domain became Dragon Roost Island.
. The people of Hyrule Castle Town and the nearby
Kakariko Village are on Windfall Island.
• Lake Hylia, connected to Zora’s Domain through
an underwater passage, is Greatfish Isle, former
home of Jabun.
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HYRULE IN AN ERA OF DECLINE
In the timeline where Link fails to defeat Ganon in Ocarina of Time and
the King of Evil is sealed away instead by the sages, the kingdom of Hyrule
shrinks to a small, regional power. The maps of games set during this decline
illustrate how Hyrule changes.

Tilting it slightly t

60 I Maps Across Timelines

Animals

PARALLEL
WORLDS

E)^Ca._-—-—
Animals make their homes in Hyrule and beyond,
from the land of the Spirits of Good to parallel
worlds. Even in the realms of monsters.
Many enjoy close relationships with people and
have been domesticated, living in villages and on
ranches (page 73). Arare few, like some monkeys,

ANIMALS MORE LIKE PEOPLE
In the dream world of Link's Awakening, there is
a village where animals live much like people. In
Oracle of Ages and Oracle of Seasons, animals like
Ricky the kangaroo, Moosh the bear, and Dmitri
the Dodongo speak and aid Link in his adventures.

corners of the world and in the darker places that
In A Link to the Past and A Link Between Worlds, there

Hylians ;

THE NEW WORLD

NEW LAND, NEW CREATURES

□Id Hyrule

Life & Culture

Hyrule Castle*

a noble & beautiful palace

Hyrule Castle, home of the royal family and the seat
of Hyrule’s government, is the most beautiful palace
heart of Hyrule, a beacon of strength and residence of
Princess Zelda.
However, Hyrule Castle’s fortification^make it
especially dangerous in the hands o£its eft|mies. In
multiple eras, the casde has been cap turedfry hostile
forces, rendering it a formidable dungeon and casting
a shadow on the light the castle represents. Time and
time again, it has fallen to Link to reclaim the great
castle’s labyrinthine halls from those who seek ultimate
power over Hyrule and its people.
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Ocarina ofTi
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70 I Hyrule Castle
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Castle Town
_.o—Throughout Hyrule, from its quaint villages to its
far-flung grottoes and highest peaks, all roads lead
to Castle Town.
High walls built to protect the castle also
keep the town and its people safe. This means
that Castle Town is where Hyrule goes to let its
hair down. Across almost every era, the lively
entertainment hub is home to many of the region’s
biggest festivals and most colorful characters.
Among the amusements in Castle Town are
the many games, both of skill and of chance.
Whereas beyond the walls, smaller challenges
are limited to horse riding or fishing (page 79),
in Castle Town, entertainment means anything
from bowling to defeating enemies. For a price,
there’s all sorts of fim to be had here.
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Ranches

Food
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Language

□ SKYWARD SWORD
One of the earliest known alphabets appears in Skyward Sword. It is believed to have existed
as far back as the Era of the Goddess Hylia, and can be found on ancient ruins throughout
explorable lands. While it is possible to read these letters by matching them to the English
alphabet, D and W, E and K, G and Q_, O and Z, and P and T all share the same letters,
complicating any translations.
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This simple alphabet appears in the
Era of the Hero of Time. Each thick,
squarish character can be deciphered
using the Japanese syllabary. However,

MO

n

readable, as the characters are often
used aesthetically rather than to conNote that the Gerudo of this era
have their own alphabet (page 45).

Q ALINKBETWEENWORLDS

[3 TWILIGHT PRINCESS

Though many years separate the eras of A Link Between Worlds and Skyward
Sword, their alphabets share some letters, and others are very similar. Like the
Sky Era alphabet, several letters in this alphabet share the same characters.
Those include D and G, E and W, F and R, J and T, and O and Z.

The Hylian alphabet of the Twilight Era, though roughly corresponding to
the twenty-six letters of the English alphabet, differs significantly from the
alphabets of Skyward Sword and A Link Between Worlds.
The curves and emphasis make these letters well suited to exaggerated
script and signs. This alphabet’s distinguishing trait is the inclusion of 9s
and As into the line work.
These letters are present on ancient ruins as well, but the meaning is often
unclear when trying to decipher them.
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the red backdrop. B “Welcome” is
Village. H Malo Mart’s Castle Town

The most commonly used alphabet is seen as far
back in the timeline as The Minish Cap, and is
widely used in the Adult timeline, persisting from
the Era of the Great Sea to after Hylians relocate to
New Hyrule in Spirit Tracks. It can also be found
in different timelines, most notably in the Shadow
Era seen in Four Swords Adventures.
It is possible to decipher it by matching
the letters to the Japanese syllabary. However,
Japanese modifiers like the small “ya” are written
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Kakariko Village !

Reclaimed Village of the Sheikah

—-—---——-—————-—
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Kakariko Village

Fishing
_>J—"—-It takes considerable skill and patience to catch a
fish, and trying is a common pastime in Hyrule—
Fishing is most popular at dedicated fishing
holes, where many compete to catch the rarest,
biggest, or most elusive types. There are often
rewards for catching specific fish. In addition to
lures, bait like bee larvae and worms can be used.
In Twilight Princess, fishing plays a significant
role in daily hfe, and fishing poles are common
equipment.

T6PL21
ofish there.

f[ Weapons & Equipment
In Hyrule’s darkest comers and deepest dungeons, it’s dangerous to go alone.
A sword and shield are standard equipment when fighting the many monsters
that lurk in the dark, but Link requires a variety of items in his adventures. A map
and a compass are vital to seeing his way through a dungeon, while other tools
like boomerangs and Hookshots are indispensable, both in a tough fight and
when solving tougher riddles.
This section looks at the iconic equipment Link has wielded over the eras,
from weapons (starting with swords) to tunics, shields, and other essentials like
bombs. For more item data, please see page 115.

Swords

II

Swords
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WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT

The Master Sword:
—

II

The Master Sword

the blade of evil s bane
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WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT

Four Swords power split four ways
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WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT

Armor & Accessories
---—---
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WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT
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Bows & Arrows
---—
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Bows & Arrows

WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT

WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT

92 I Hoolcshots

WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT

Rupees:

Currency That Shimmers Like a Gem
---—-—-----^^50

GLttering Uke gems in brilliant colors, the rupee
is broadly used as a currency in the kingdom of
Hyrule, neighboring countries, and even other
worlds. A rupee’s value changes depending on
its size and color, and can be traded for goods in
stores and with other merchants.
Rupees are found just about anywhere: by
cutting down tall grasses and breaking pots, in
a reward for helping them.
Rupees may fit in the palm of one’s hand or be
big enough that they require two hands to hold.

II
THERUPOOR
Not all rupees are currency. Sometimes they may
be used more like tokens in games or puzzles, such
as the silver rupees in Ocarina of Time.
Then there’s the Rupoor, a black rupee that
actually drains Link’s supply of rupees rather than
adding to it. And that’s a little sad.
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RUPEE COLORS & VALUES

WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT

SONGS & MELODIES

:& Melodies

WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT
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Monsters & Demons

For all the good created by the goddesses, there
also exists a great darkness. Demons, born from
influence of dark magic, sow turmoil and bring
destruction in Hyrule and its parallel worlds.
Demons desire to wrest control of the world
away from those who would see it prosper—and
have proven a significant threat to Hyrule and its
people. Ganondorf, by his own will, became a
that would surpass even the goddesses’, and he is
Beyond^those who willfully serve evil are
monsters corrupted by it. These maybe animals
or plants, or even inorganic objects manipulated in
some way by darkness. While monsters may pose
a formidable threat, defeated monsters may be
used to create armor or medicine that ultimately
helps people.
In some eras, the terms “demon” and “monster”
demons command and crefte evil' while monsters
do its bidding.

MONSTERS OF MANY KINDS

|

The Origin of Evil

greater in eras where a Demon Lord or Demon
wield the most power.
quickly aggressive with just about any living thing
they encounter. There are multiple kinds of Blins,
starting with the smallest Miniblins, and moving
up through the stronger Moblins and Big Blins.
They live and travel in groups, and follow the
orders of the powerful among them.
In eras with powerful demons to lead them,
large numbers by the Demon Lord Ghirahim

swords, and bows. Meat eaters, Blir
nd attack Hylians, animals, and J
1 Hyrule depending on the
orest-dwelling Moblins £
-like Bullbo monsters.
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Stals
_-O-——
labyrinths are often soldiers who lost their lives
attachment to the world of the living.
Though little more than bones, Stalfos are still
soldiers. They often carry swords and shields,
clubs, and other weapons and armor. There are
some who maintain a kind of consciousness, even
in death, throwing themselves into battle willfully
and skillfully; others mindlessly attack whatever
target is in front of them. Even if their skeletons are
broken apart and their bones are scattered, Stalfos
can often regenerate and will keep moving until
they are outright shattered.
It is said that when children lose their way
in the Lost Woods beyond the Kokiri Forest
(page 50), they become Skull Kids, while adults
will become Stalfos.
If a monster carries the name “Stal,” it is undead
Skulls floating detached from anybody are known
simply as Stals, while those with bodies come in
many forms, from Staltroops to Stalchildren.

0CTOS
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LAND OCTOROKS

Octorok

Octoballoon

Flying Octorok

Ergtorok

Chuchus
_^————
A Chuchu is a jelly-like monster often depicted
Some are simple jelly. Others are more complex
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UNIQUE CHUCHUS
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When defeated, Chuchus may leave a colorful
glob of slime in their wake. This is called Chu Jelly,
and it can be scooped into bottles and consumed,
or used as an ingredient in potions. Some types
make for a nourishing ingredient and are useful
for recovering health and magical power. Types
without effects do no harm but do not taste good,
so there is no point in drinking them.

Chuchus I 10S
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hat follows is a comprehensive guide to key locations, items, and
enemies found across every canon release in the Legend ofZelda series

up to Tri Force Heroes.

Towns and dungeons in this database are grouped by release, while items
and enemies are listed alphabetically. Names and details found in primary
sources like the games and their manuals have been prioritized, while strategy
guides and other official publications have been used to fill in the blanks
(page 215). Where more than one term for a particular enemy or item is
used over multiple publications or releases, the term that appears most often
takes precedence.

While the initial authors largely referenced the Japanese versions of published
materials, the information has been checked against English-language sources
for the purposes of this translated edition.
o—'O.cv—o
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Towns & Villages
The towns and villages of Hyrule are essential hubs for those who
seek refuge from the world’s wilder comers—or just a good night’s
rest. Townspeople have a way of trading in information as well as
useful items and equipment, with the information often supplied
just for bothering to stop and talk. Link can learn an awful lot about
a region or its people by visiting a village.
In this section, the towns, villages, and other places where people
story and the chronological release of the video games. Dungeons
and areas occupied by enemies are omitted and included elsewhere.
However, areas abandoned due to siege or periods of recession do
appear here wherever relevant.

108 I The Legend of Zelda\ The Adventure; of Link

TOWN DESCRIPTION

The Adventure of Link \ Ocarina of Time I 109

Ocarina of Time \ Oracle ofSe

Gorons up the mountain. The village has been all but deserted in the Twilight Era, with many

Death Mountain

112

FourSuwords Adventures | Twilight Princess

► Zora’s Domain

The Zora live in a village behind the waterfall in the northeast. Obstructed by the river and

> Thieves' Town

Tri Force Heroes takes place in
Hy topia, a fashion-obsessed
kingdom north of the
kingdom of Hyrule. Here,
of die Tri Force Heroes:
the kingdom in times of
catastrophe. Central to
Hy topia is Hytopia Casde and the Castle Town at its base.
I> Hytopia Castle Town

114 I Spirit Tracks \ Tri Force Heroes

See Ancient Gold Piece.
► Apple (Consumable)
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► Armor Seed (Consumable)
1-1 A seed that increases defense when conenemies. They double Link’s defense and the

rit (Other)

m

as a material to make the Big Bomb Outfit

^ Arrow (Tool)

HOBS

Hian

!» Ashei’s Sketch (Quest)
r ' “■ An image drawn by Ashei of a giant holding

IB

&

the fish.
Obtained in the Sky Realm. A large stone
with a hefty helping of aurora aura. Used as

A memo written by Aura to Fyer at the Oasis
Flight. Showing it to Fyer causes him to
HjflHH to the Gerudo Desert. Afterward, using the

&
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Antique Coin \ Big Key

of the tribe living on the Isle of Frost.
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Bright Sun | Cheval Rope
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Chill Stone \ Cyclon

& Dark Pearl Loop (Other)

frDeku Leaf (Tool)

► Deku Seed (Tool)

eon Map | Falling Star

ziry | Giant's Knife

Giant's Mask | GoronMask
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► Gust Bellows (Tool)

isei

I

In The Legend of Zelda, this tool can s

iJlil

puff out air, increasing its range by 50% and
doubling the size of its puffs.

Hard Ore (Quest)
This sturdy metal c
Smithy will make i
Wooden Shield to
i» Harp of Ages (Critical)

■\ Harp of Ages

128

HyoiPear \ Kokiri Clothes

a

Awakening, a letter is received

► Letter in a Bottle (Quest)

1
Minish Cap, and each increases Link’s arrow limit. It can
be obtained in Spirit Tracks through minigames and stores.
I» Large Seed Satchel (Collection)
> Level 2 Sword (Equip;

double, and it can fire beams when Link is at

l» Lava Juice (Quest)

& Lava Soup (Quest)

► Legend of the Picori (Quest)

► Life Tree Seedling (Quest)

m

& Light Armor (Equip:
from materials that emit light, allowi
wearer to be a walking lantern of sorl
area visible m darkness expands when

Kokiri Sword | Light Ar

130

Light Arrow \ Magic

132 I Moblin’s Letter] Nice Tornado Rod

fcPoe Soul (Ch

of Memories | Practice Sword

i Milk | Red Ring

13S

Ruto Crown \ Shadow Medallion

137

138

Shard of Agony \ Small Key

lask | Tears of Din

Tears of Furore | Trifor
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Triforce of Courage \ Whistle

Dungeons
Caverns. Towers. Temples. Even inside monsters. Link can find
himself lost in a dungeon just about anywhere. What they all have
in common is peril and puzzles at every turn.
It’s not a Legend ofZelda without at least a few labyrinths to
fight through. Collected here are the primary dungeons found
in each release, listed in the order of their appearance. Most are
clearly dungeons in every sense: complicated layouts, valuable
treasure, a boss at the end to beat. Others are less typical, but
share at least some of these traits. Where relevant, dungeons

|
j

[> Level 3 (Manji)

is broken up into rooms separated by one-way doors, traps, and mechanics
unlike anything found on the surface. The difficulty increases depending on
the level, while clues to their layout he in their names, like “Eagle” and “Moon,”
provided to Link by Princess Zelda’s nursemaid, Impa. After successfully
completing all nine dungeons, Link may try his hand at the more challenging
Second Quest, with new entrances and map configurations, as well as unique
enemy abilities and placements.
|» Level 1 (Eagle)

The Legend ofZelda

Level 9 (Death Me

0

I» Level 6 (Second Quest)

1
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THE ADVENTURE OF LINK

► Palace on the Sea

The Boots that Link finds in the Maze bland Palace allow him to reach the water-locked Palace

[» Three-Eye Rock Palace

► Eastern Palace

A palace located in the deepest part of Maze Island. Link finds the Boots at the end of a
one-way falling trap within. Wizard enemies wander this palace under the command of its
magic-wielding boss, Carock.
Within the palace, Link mu

TheAdv

of Link | A Link to the Past
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A Link to the Past \ Lin

► Fire Temple

> Ganon’s Castle

Ocarina of Time

MAJORA’S MASK

Ancient Castle oflkana

• Stone Tower Temple

► Moon Dungeons

► Pirates’ Fortress

Great Bay Temple

[» Beneath the Well

ISO I Majora’s Mask \ Oracle of Seasons

^ Moonlit Grotto

THE WIND WAKER

The Wind Waker \ Four Swords Adventut

1S3

> Palace of Winds

1S4 I Four Swords Adventures] The Minish Cap

Arbiter's Grounds

> Dark Hyrule Castle

At the far end of Gerudo Desert are the execution grounds where the Mirror of Twilight is

TWILIGHT PRINCESS
The puzzles at work in the
dungeons of Twilight Princess

1

times calling for the'moving of
entire rooms. Some dungeons BR
lie in unexpected places, like |H
cities in the sky. Link may explore dungeons in either Hylian or wolf form,
and visits Hyrule Castle three times during his quest to defeat Zant and his
Dark Lord, Ganondorf.

1

[> Temple of Time

[» Hyrule Castle

Link first visits the castle after becoming a wolf. It is engulfed by the Twilight Realm, and
imprisoned Princess Zelda in the farthest tower. Link returns to her in wolf form with Midna

> City in the Sky

[» Forest Temple

high into the sky. The city is composed of a cluster of islands, some large and some small, and
on the Surface. Link finds a second Clawshot here, allowing him to wield Double Clawshots,

Palace of Twilight

> Goron Mines

[» Hyrule Castle

TheMinish Cap \ Twilight Princess I 155

Cave of Shadows

156 I Twilight Princess | Phantom Hourgla

l> Temple of Wind

1
> Snow Temple

> Skyview Temple

Spirit Tracks \ Skyward Sword

157

► Tower of Hera

r by pirates. Link finds a bow

Fire Sanctuary

► Skull Woods

l> Eastern Palace
eyeball on the back of his purple, hand-shaped body. It’s pretty creepy.

158 I Skyward Sword \ A Link Between Worlds

► Thieves’Hideout

TRI FORCE HEROES

► Sealed Gateway

> Water Temple
The final level in Riverside is a temple overflowing with water.
adjust the water level. The Water I
challenges they faced in earlier Riverside levels. The boss is

Hinox Mine

► Training Ground

I> Den of Flames

> The Lady's Lair
a Ferris wheel and a tightrope. Lady Maud, the master¬
mind behind everything, waits for the hemes at the end of

► Fire Temple

Infinity Dunes

► Frozen Plateau

Stone Corridors

IS* Snowball Ravine

> Gibdo Mausoleum

Desert Temple

160 I Tri Force Heroes

► Palace Noir

[» Lone Labyrinth

► Floating Garden

> Deception Castle

[» Dragon Citadel

£> Sky Temple

9

the Sky Realm. In thetaitial stages of the temple, the heroes
them in hie final battle for the fate of Hytopia’s cursed princess.
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Enemies & Monsters
Colossal monsters. Demonic entities. Sentient slimes. Link has battled all
manner of monsters across multiple eras and timelines. Some are creatures
and even former allies corrupted and forced to stand against him. Many
feature in multiple titles, though their appearance or properties may change
depending on the era. Some are minor threats in the field or in dungeons.
Others are minibosses, dungeon bosses, or even final bosses. Depending on

162 I Ache \ Aneru

Angler Fish | Armos
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The blue Bari found in A Link to the Past and
A Link Between Worlds are weaker than their

m

l

m

i *

ill

ill electrify itself at regular intervals,

. In A Link to the Past
and A Link Between Worlds, bees can be caught in bottles and released
ittack enemies. In Spirit Tracks, Link can’t hit or catch them; he
ummoned by the Grim Creeper in Eagle

■ page 66, Deku Hornet, Giant Bee, Hylian Hornet.

■ if struck. Getting caught
■ can help solve puzzles if u

inirt Link, but if it latches onto him, he will be unable to use his sword

Bari (Blue) l Beetle (Red) I 165

kBigDodongo

166

Bellum | BigPoe

167

169

171

173

threads on tree branches, attacking its prey from above.

SkuUfish. See also SkuUfish.

I» Devalant

Hornets that make their home in Faron Woods. They will attack in a

174 I Death Armos\D

17S

»Spume | Fiery Mo

^ Fire Wizzrobe

l» Fire Toadpoli

Fire Baba \ Flying Fish

177

178 I Fokka: (Blue) | Fyr

.

Following his revival and seizure of Hyrule

t

her as she flies at great speed through the
attacks and firing balls of light.

I» Garo Master

Gatioti | Geozard Chief I 179

180 I Geru (Blue) \ Giant Bee

> Giant Eye Plant

► Gibdo (Yellow)

181

: | Goponga Flowe

Goriya \ GyorgFer

183

GyorgMale \ Hikkun

equipment like the Fire Rod. See also Wizzrobe.

spirit of Ikana’s long-dead king, resurd by a curse on the kingdom. Aboss of the
ent Castle of Ikana, he will only attack after

led Temple after Link receives die Goddess’s Harp (l). It
Time. Link also fights her in the Spirit House of Ikana Canyon in Majora’s Mask.
ny, Beth, Margaret, Meg, Poe.
> In-Water Octorok

This woodland boss dwells deep within the
Forbidden Woods near Forest Haven. A gigan-

allowing it to hang freely while thrashing hefty
A knight clad in iron. In The Adventure of Link, Iron Knuckles carry a sword and shield, while
they wield massive, two-handed axes in Ocarina of Time and Majora’s Mask. Iron Knuckles
i of Time as both a standard enemy (l) and the miniboss of the Spirit Temple
In A Link Between Worlds, it moves quickly left
rsion of the Iron Knuckle is the most formidable of the
es found in The Adventure of Link. They were originally
rd of the king of Hyrule, and swore an oath to continue
uarding the Great Palace after the king died. They ar<

186 I Ice Wizzrobe \ Karat Cra\

Sand Mounds. See also Sand Mound.

Kargarok | Kirby

187

ers appear in Oracle of Ages. While the
frantically and explode if Link lights their wicks.

188 I Knucklemaster\Lanmola

Lanmola (Blue) \ Link’s Shadow

189

190 I Lizalfos\ Magma Spun

Magmanos | Master Stalfos I 191

Mighty Da

See Sword Moblin/Spear Moblin.

192 I Mau | Miniblin

; as boss of the Skull Woods. An
Molgera after the boss of the Wind Temple

also Morth, Moth.

i Mothula in The Wind
necessarily defeat it. Though they
; still quick and

'irk;fight. See also Morth.

ihing them will only
ire violent However, if Link hits one with

tic Morpheel was an aquatic creature
I living in the temple until the dark power of a
I Shadow Crystal corrupted it. Morpheel

if Link hits one with his shield, it will stop moving and leave itself open

See also page 104.

j

I They can be handled eit

0

lag in Oracle of Ages, and Odolwa in
'as Mask. Many moths are also found in Woodfall Temple in f
rm T.ink if he lights a Deku Stick. See also Mothula.

:s carry hard, black shells, which they use to
They will close their shell if attacked, deflecting all att;
' throwing them while they are in this state

Molgera \ Nokku

Ocean Octorok \ Octorok (Purple)

19S

> Pairodd
found in the Key Cavern on
id. They fire projectiles
long-range attacks or waiting for them to warp within reach.

These elite Stalfos soldiers patrol important areas in palaces through¬
out Hyrule. They wear horned helmets to distinguish them from

than blue Parutamu but still put up quite a fight. Like other Stalfos,
they will only shield their upper body from attack, leaving thenlegs vulnerable.

► Orb Monster (Blue)

near. See also Evil Orb.

196

Odolwa | Peahat (Bomb)

198 I Piranha \ Pokey

Pols Voice | Rare Chu

199

200 I Rat | Rollobite

Ropa | Scissor

202 I Sea Urchin \ Sharp the Elder

Shell Blade | Skullu

204 I Sky Ball and Chain Soldier | Snap Dragon

Snapper \ Spiked Thwomp I 20S

Stalblind
s live in the Forest Realm. They
their attacks or just avoid them.

Temple of Spirit Tracks.

Spiny Beetle

I» Spiny Chuchu

&> Squiddy

► Stagnox

206 I Spinut\Staldra

l» Stalchild

m

Tektite (Blue) \ Tile Worm

212 I Warp Phantom \ Wizzrobe (Purple)

Wizzrobe (Red) \ Zazak (Blue)

Zazak (Red) \ Zor
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his section charts the thirty-year history of The Legend of Zelda
with a fond look back at the many games in the series and what made

them so special.

Each entry includes a synopsis of a game’s plot, world maps, and a focus on
central characters, with diagrams showing how they relate to one another and
character art produced around the time of release.

Also included are notes and documents from each game’s development,
offering fascinating details and insight into their design.

The section concludes with a summary of titles released outside the Legend
of Zelda canon, along with promotional materials and an in-depth interview
with series producer Eiji Aonuma.

Over the course of three decades, the games in this incredible series have
evolved and changed, but each has retained its own kind of magic. It is our
hope that these pages will inspire you to journey back and experience each
wonderful adventure for yourself, whether for the first time or all over again.
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ZELDA

rst entry in the Legend ofZelda series, titled The Hyrule Fantasy:
egend ofZelda in Japan, was released in 1986 to coincide with
;w Family Computer Disk System, a Famicom peripheral with
r storage capacity that made larger games possible.
Relt id a year later in North America and Europe for the
ctive gold cartridge, th
Ninh
game featured Link: a fated hero charged with saving Hyrule with
a sword in hand. Using equipment gathered over the course of his
adventure, Link explored a vast overworld and puzzling dungeons
Many aspects of the series have roots in this initial release, from
lore to key sound effects and
music. In 2004, it was rereleased
on the Game Boy Advance as part
of the Classic NES Series.

[» Plot
A long, long time ago the world was in an age of chaos.
An evil army led by Ganon attacked a little kingdom in the land of
Hyrule. He stole the Triforce of Power—one of the powerful treasures kept
in the kingdom. The Triforce had been passed down among the royal family
Zelda, princess of this kingdom, split the other powerful treasure, the
Triforce of Wisdom, into eight pieces and hid them throughout the realm to
keep them out of Ganon’s hands.
At the same time, she sent her most trustworthy nursemaid, Impa, to
find someone with the courage to defeat Ganon. Impa fled the small kingdom
Upon hearing this, Ganon grew angry and imprisoned Princess Zelda and
sent out a party in search of Impa.
Impa’s pursuers were quick and soon caught the elderly nursemaid. Sur¬
rounded, and at the very limit of her energy, a young lad appeared. He skillfully
His name was Link and he was traveling through the area when he
happened upon Impa. Impa told Link all of what was transpiring in the
Burning with a sense of justice, Link resolved to save Princess Zelda and
defeat Ganon, but Ganon was a powerful foe. In order to fight him, Link would
have to gather all of the scattered fragments of the Triforce ofWisdom and
reunite them.
Ganon’s henchmen ran rampant throughout the small kingdom, and Link’s
quest to recover the fragments of the Triforce of Wisdom was long and fraught
with danger. With the support of merchants and elders hiding in caves, he
sought out die eight labyrinthine dungeons where die Triforce fragments
were hidden.
Vicious enemies filled the dungeons, and devious traps blocked his
path. It would take every ounce of Link’s courage and skill to overcome
these
As he journeyed, Link collected valuable items and equipment that allowed
him to travel to new areas and gradually grow stronger.
As Link gained experience, he upgraded his sword and shield to the more
powerful Magical Sword and Magical Shield. After gathering all eight of the
Triforce fragments, Link proceeded to Spectacle Rock and its Death Mountain
peak: Ganon’s stronghold.
Ganon’s fortress was far larger than any dungeon Link had yet explored. Its
within wj
Ganon, and with him, Princess Zelda.
Link fought his way into Ganon’s lair, where the Prince of Darkness waited,
formidable but weakened by the completed Triforce ofWisdom. Ganon coun¬
tered Link’s attacks by disappearing and lunging at great speeds. Link swiped at
the air with his Magical Sword. The room was only so big, and surely a swing
would hit Ganon. It was a brutal final battle, ended only by the Silver Arrow
Link fired in Ganon’s brief moment of weakness.
Having defeated Ganon, Link recovered the stolen Triforce of Power and
safely freed the imprisoned Princess Zelda, restoring peace to the land.
In return, Zelda offered these immortal words: “Thanks, Link. You’re the
hero of Hyrule.”

t
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' defeating Manhandla at the end of Level 3.13 Link finds the Red Candle in a hidden
m beneath the Level 7 dungeon. B Link’s battle with Ganon is fraught with peril, as
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> Development Documents
Map Screen Layout Draft
When Nintendo was first developing The Legend ofZelda, there was no system for moving
around the map like in the final game. Ihe initial design called for the player to immediately
enter a dungeon from either the title screen or a menu. The image below shows a method
they tested for displaying the entrance to dungeons from a three-dimensional angle.
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Levels 1-6

^ Developers
Notes
• The Old Man’s Letter: Though the text does not
appear in-game, the letter from the Old Man in the
northeast to the Old Woman reads: “This heroic lad is
an acquaintance of Impa. Please give him aid.” The Old
Woman is willing to sell Link potions because her child¬
hood friend vouches for him.
• One Night Only: The opening theme to Vie Legend
ofZelda was originally Bolero, a seminal piece by the
classical composer Maurice Ravel. Justbefore the game
was completed, they realized that the music’s copyright
would not expire for another month. They could not
delay the release, so they decided to write a new song.
Composer Koji Kondo arranged a new theme in a single
}> Dungeon Layout
Storing the data for the game’s sizable dungeon maps meant using the same sixteen-by-eight-block
layout as the overworld map. For efficiency’s sake, the maps for Levels 1 through 6 were designed
to fit together on the same grid, almost like a puzzle, with the extra blocks used to store the data for
underground areas like treasure rooms and passages connecting certain dungeon rooms.
Levels 7 through 9 are also constructed so as not to waste blocks. The mechanics and items found

beloved pieces of music ever written for a video game.
. Family Computer Magazine, No. 9,1986. “The Legend ofZelda Q&A.”
oiative Interview #4. “The Legend of Lida Compilation.”
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Debuting roughly a year after Ihe Legend of Zelda, Zelda II: The
Adventure of Link is the only main entry in the series to feature side¬
scrolling as its primary perspective. The game also contains many
systems seen in no other Zelda game, including attacks and defense
that vary if Link is standing or crouching, as well as a system to gain
experience and level up by defeating enemies. Though much changed
in this follow-up to the original classic, it also built upon what makes
the series special, expanding an overworld littered with dungeons by
adding towns full of people to meet. As in any Zelda game, Link gains
skills and equipment over the course of his adventure, giving him
the strength to take on more difficult enemies and reach new areas.
leased with new colors and othei
subtle changes in 2004 for the Game
Boy Advance as part of the Classic
NES Series.

[» Plot
n

2
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Thanks to Link’s valiant efforts, the little kingdom of Hyrule had recovered
both the Triforce of Wisdom and the Triforce of Power. However, the evil
from Ganon’s vile heart still infected the kingdom, causing chaos and disorder,
and the monsters who had not perished with Ganon were hunting Link. They
believed that by using the hero as a sacrifice and sprinkling his blood over
Ganon’s ashes, their evil leader would be revived.

wall attacked! To battle oneself was the final trial for the hero who would
inherit the Triforce. Link defeated his shadow and finally obtained the
Triforce of Courage.
Link then returned to the North Castle. Before the altar, the three pieces of
the Triforce came together and cast a sacred light. Her curse broken, Princess
Zelda opened her eyes and spoke: “You saved Hyrule and you are a real hero!”

On his sixteenth birthday, a glowing mark appeared on the back of his left
hand. Impa noticed the triangular mark and guided Link to the North Castle,
where there was a sealed door called “the door that does not open.”
Impa took Link’s hand and pressed the back of it against the door. It slowly
creaked open to reveal a beautiful woman, sleeping on an altar.
“Here lies Princess Zelda,” Impa said.
The nursemaid explained that long ago, when Hyrule was a large kingdom,
the king of Hyrule used the united Triforce to maintain order. With the king’s
passing, the prince inherited both the kingdom and the Triforce, but the sacred
relic was incomplete. The Triforce of Courage was missing. A magician and
close associate of the new king’s offered his aid, suggesting that Princess Zelda
knew where it could be found.
Despite pressure from the prince, Zelda refused to reveal the Triforce’s
location. Even after the magician threatened to place her under a spell of
eternal sleep, Zelda remained silent. Making good on his word, the magician
cursed Zelda.
The regretful prince, overcome with sorrow, placed Zelda on the altar within
the North Castle. He decreed that all women born in the royal line would be
named “Zelda” so this tragedy would never be forgotten.
After telling this story to Link, Impa entrusted him with a scroll and six
small crystals. The scroll was written in an alphabet foreign to Link, but he
instantly understood its meaning.
This scroll contained the words of the king of Hyrule:
“There are three kinds of Triforce: Power, Wisdom, and Courage,” it read.
“When these three are brought together, the Triforce will show its maximum
power. Of the three, I have left Power and Wisdom in the kingdom. But the
Triforce of Courage I have hidden for a reason.
“Not everybody can use the Triforce. It requires a strong character with no
evil thoughts. But an inborn, special quality is also necessary. Unfortunately,
I have not found such a person during my lifetime.”
The king’s scroll warned that the Triforce’s misuse would produce many
evils, and it foretold that a crest would appear on a young man deemed worthy.
Until that time, the Triforce of Courage would be hidden in the Great Palace
in the Valley of Death. To enter, Link would need to defeat the guardians of six
other palaces. At the heart of each was a statue. Setting crystals in these statues
would release the binding force the king had placed on the Great Palace.
Impa explained that once the three pieces of the Triforce were brought
together, the ancient sleeping spell gripping Zelda could be lifted.
Just as was written on the scroll, Link discovered six palaces and placed
crystals in stone statues found within them. Waiting at the heart of the Great
Palace was the guardian, Thunderbird. After a vicious battle, Link found
the Triforce of Courage in the room beyond, but his shadow cast on the
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Developers
Notes
• From Spinoff to Sequel: Shigeru Miyamoto,
the producer of the title, said that he would like
to make a side-scrolling action game that divided
this became the starting point for development. It
was originally a “gaiden” or spinoff title, but evolved
into a sequel that featured game play elements that

• Leveling Up: The leveling system was intro¬
duced as an incentive to fight multiple enemies
and extend playtime as a way to get around the
hardware restrictions of the time. The encounters
with visible enemies roaming the world map were
designed to make the map’s game play engaging
and introduce an element of luck.

• A Canceled Follow-Up: There was a version
of The Adventure of Link in development for the
Super Nintendo Entertainment System, but it
looked like it would not be completed until after
the launch of the Nintendo 64. With the develop64, development was ultimately canceled.

• Increasing the Challenge: This game is
quite difficult. The designers saw that there were
they wanted to make one that was playable for as
long as possible. That meant they had to design a
game that could not easily be beaten.
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Released nearly five years after 17ie Adventure of Link and within a
year of the Super Nintendo’s launch, A Link to the Past marked a
significant upgrade to everything that came before it in the series.
Its mechanics, graphics, audio, and scope took lull advantage of the
new 16-bit console’s power, while the game’s story became a greater
focus, unfolding in an isometric viewpoint across two worlds: one
light, the other dark.
A Link to the Past became a cornerstone of the SNES library,
selling in the millions. It was rereleased on the Game Boy Advance
in 2002. The portable cart’s screen ratio differed from the original,
but was improved with a general polish ar
dialogue. Players even received new
challenges in the form of the Four
Swords expansion.
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covered within Hyrule. Many entered, searching for the relic, but none returned.
One day, evil began to pour forth from the Sacred Realm and the king
ordered the Seven Sages to seal the entrance in an event that came to be known
as the Imprisoning War.
These events were obscured by the mists of time until a wizard known
as Agahnim came to Hyrule to release the seal. He murdered the king of
Hyrule, kidnapped six of the seven maidens who were descendants of the
Seven Sages, and planned on kidnapping the last, Princess Zelda. With them,
he could perform a rite that would break the seal to the Sacred Realm, but
Zelda commanded a power that Agahnim had not anticipated. She reached
out telepathically for help.
“Help me. Please help me ... I am a prisoner in the dungeon of the castle.
My name is Zelda.”
with a sword and shield in hand.
“Link,” he said. “I’m going out for a while. I’ll be back by morning. Don’t
Despite his uncle’s orders, Link could not ignore his dream. He left the
house and headed for Hyrule Castle.
In the dungeons below, he found his uncle gravely wounded. Desperate
and dying, he entrusted Link with his weaponry. “Link, you can do it! Save
Link fought his way to the cells where he found Zelda locked away. Together,
they escaped to a sanctuary where she would be safe.
Guided by Sahasrahla, a descendant of one of the sages, Link then set off
on a journey to obtain the Master Sword to vanquish Agahnim.
The knight clan from which Link descended had protected the royal family and
served as the shields of the sages during the Imprisoning War. It was prophesied
that a hero would emerge from this clan. Link obtained the necessary qualities of
courage, power, and wisdom in the form ofpendants, and deep within the Sacred
Grove, he drew the Master Sword, which recognized him as the fated hero.
In that moment, Zelda’s voice echoed inside Link’s head. Agahnim’s hench¬
men had found her. Link immediately set out for Hyrule Castle. After he battled
Agahnim, the seal on the Sacred Realm, which had been corrupted by evil and
was now the Dark World, was shattered, and a portal opened within the castle.
Soon, Ganon, the King of Evil, would make his way into the Light World
and bring it to ruin. Link had to defeat Ganon and take back the Triforce before
that happened. When the seal broke, the sacrificial maidens descended from
the Seven Sages were flung into the Dark World. Link traversed both the Light
and Dark Worlds in search of the six maidens and Princess Zelda. Upon saving
them, the barrier around Ganon’s Tower was broken.
Link destroyed Agahnim in their second battle and made his way to Ganon.
After a fierce battle, Link vanquished the monster and regained the Triforce. Pla¬
cing his hand on the Triforce, Link wished to restore the world to its former glory.
With that, all who had fallen victim to Ganon’s evil were resurrected, and
of the royal family, the Dark World born of Ganon’s wicked heart gradually
faded away.
The Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past
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> Main Characters
Link

^ Link's Uncle
Like Link, he is a descendant of
the Knights of Hyrule, and lives

Sahasrahla
The Kakariko Village elder who senses the great threat
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DARKWORLD

This world of darkness was born from Ganons
wicked heart. Beings from the Light World
plants. Link is a rabbit in this world until the Moon
Pearl from the Tower of Hera allows him to keep
his normal form. Though the Dark World is in
disarray there are a few towns and shops. Terrain
changes in subtle ways between the two worlds.
Once Link obtains the Magic Mirror, he can enter
the Dark World from any spot, which often allows
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OPlot
Link, having restored peace to the kingdom of Hyrule during his adventur
ALink to the Past, had set out on a journey to distant lands in order to train,
his way back to his beloved Hyrule, his boat was beset by a storm. Lightn
struck his vessel, splitting it in two, and sending Link overboard.
When Link awoke he found himself on the beach of a strange island. A
was standing by his side. Her name was Marin, a song-loving girl who sahim from the water. The Wind Fish, Marin explained, was asleep inside a gi
egg at the highest point on the island.
Link needed time to process what had happened. What’s more, his sw
was missing. Shield in hand, he set out to search for the blade along the wat
“Awaken the Wind Fish and all will be answered,” the owl said. Thus be;
a new kind of adventure: not to save Hyrule, but to figure out what the <
meant by waking the Wind Fish and how it could be done. Link cut his i
through the Goponga Swamp together with a BowWow and sought aid fr
Prince Richard in Kanalet Castle.
The mi
>w Marin, the n
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“When I discovered you, Link, my heart skipped a beat! I thought, this
person has come to give us a message,” Marin told Link. She paused for a
moment, watching the seabirds over the water. “If I was a seagull, I would
fly as far as I could!” she said. “I would fly to faraway places and sing for
many people!”
To wake the Wind Fish, Link sought the Instruments of the Sirens from
eight dungeons on Koholint which were overrun by mons ters. And on a wall
in the Southern Face Shrine, he discovered the secret of the island: “The isle
lid of a sleeper’s eye ... Awake the dreamer, and Koholint will vanish much
like a bubble on a needle ... Castaway, you should know the truth!”
When Link gathered all eight instruments, stood before the Wind Fish’s
Egg, and played a beautifbl melody, a crack appeared in the egg’s shell.
Dwelling within was the source of all the vile monsters: the Shadow Night¬
mares. They attacked Link in a variety of forms, some from Link’s past, but
The owl that guided Link then revealed itself to be a part of the Wind
Fish’s spirit. He had been tasked with guarding this dream world while the
Wind Fish slept. But Nightmares had begun to seep in through a tear in the
dream and plague the island. It was then that Link arrived. When the owl first
saw Link on the beach, he was convinced Link was the hero destined to end
the Nightmares.
Koholint Island began to fade away when Link awakened the Wind Fish,
who left Link with these words: “Someday, thou may recall this island... That
memory must be the real dream world...
“Come, Link... Let us awaken... Together!”
Link awoke to find himself adrift at sea. Looking up, he saw the form of a
gigantic whale soaring through the sky. It was the Wind Fish. And together
with it, a single seagull flew toward the horizon.
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OThe World
The game takes place on Koholint Island, a world within the
Wind Fish’s dream. It takes the form of a tropical island, as lush
as it is perilous. Each area has a specific name, and moving a
cursor over the map screen displays the name of the region for
that block. The field is large at 16 x 16 blocks, but the presence
of warp holes and warping songs like Manbo’s Mambo make

Koholint Island
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Event Storyboards & Scripts
information and include relevant dialogue. The sheets for writing out the script contain
boxes to ensure the words fit, as only a limited number of characters could be displayed
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ssful Experiment
:e just how
of The Legend ofZelda developers could re-create
project at first, the developers involved gathered
after hours to work on it. They said it felt like being
jokes and ample nods to other titles during
development. The director, Takashi Tezuka, said it
felt like they were “making a parody of Ihe Legend
ofZelda.”
• David Lynch Inspires Zelda: The setting and
story of this unique title brought together wild
ideas from multiple developers, including Yoshiaki
Koizumi’s concept of “being in a dream that may
else s,” Kensuke
Tanal
1 of a 1
s at the si
untain, and if it breaks,
and Takashi Tezuka’s interest in
erious world, like in the foreign
TV series Twin Peaks
:s. “The Legend ofZelda: Spirit Tr,
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The Kokiri, children of the forest, lived with the Great Deku Tree, who was
the guardian spirit of that forest. Each of the children had their own guardian
fairy, except one. His name was Link and he didn’t quite fit in.
One day, a fairy sent by the Great Deku Tree came to him with a very
important mission. The Great Deku Tree had been cursed, and needed someGuided by the fairy Navi, Link destroyed the parasitic Gohma and broke
the curse on the Great Deku Tree. As thanks, the ancient tree gave Link one
of three Spiritual Stones, and told Link of his origins as a Hylian. He explained
that Link was fated to leave the forest and save Hyrule.
Link left the Kokiri Forest and headed for Hyrule Castle, where he met
Princess Zelda. The princess had been plagued by strange visions in which a
young hero much like Link surfaced to deliver Hyrule from the mysterious
leader of the Gerudos, Ganondorf, who was after the power of the Triforce.
Together Link and Zelda vowed to keep the Triforce from ever falling into
Ganondorf's possession by getting to it before him. First, Link would need to
gather the remaining Spiritual Stones to access the Temple of Time and the
Sacred Realm, the sealed hiding place of the Triforce.
After completing this task, he returned to Hyrule Castle just in time to see
Princess Zelda and Impa, her attendant, fleeing on horseback. Ganondorf
had taken the castle. As she passed, Zelda threw Link the Ocarina of Time,
a treasure of the royal family and the last element he needed to open the
Door of Time.
Link rushed to the Temple of Time, and used the Spiritual Stones and the
ocarina to open the doors to the Sacred Realm. Within was the Master Sword,
the key to the portal between Hyrule and the Sacred Realm, which only the
chosen hero could pull from its pedestal. Link drew the sword, but he was far
too young to wield it. His spirit was put to sleep, to awake after seven years
had passed.
In that time, Hyrule was transformed into a realm of monsters. Ganondorf
had entered the Sacred Realm, obtained the Triforce of Power, and used it to
become the King of Evil.
Link, at the behest of a young Sheikah named Sheik, traveled between the
present and the past of seven years ago in a quest to find the six sages. After
these six sages were awoken, Sheik explained that the one endowed with the
Triforce of Courage sought by Ganon was none o ther than Link, the Hero of
Time, while a seventh sage carried the Triforce ofWisdom and was destined to
be the leader of all the sages. It was then that Sheik’s true identity was revealed:
“It is I, the princess of Hyrule, Zelda.”
Zelda had disguised herself as a Sheikah in order to hide in plain sight from
Ganondorf. But Ganondorf had been watching, waiting for this moment to
capture Zelda. With everything at stake, Link hurried to Ganon’s Castle to
save Zelda and Hyrule from Ganondorf s tyranny.
In an epic battle, Link defeated Ganondorf, but this only unleashed his
true power, transforming the Gerudo thief into Ganon, a hideous beast. It was
only by the combined power of the Master Sword, Princess Zelda, and the six
sages that Link triumphed, sealing Ganon and the Triforce of Power away in
the Sacred Realm. Princess Zelda sealed the Door of Time, and the Hero of
Time returned to his original era—to his true home and to his true form.

awakens as the Sage of the Forest. 0 Link gathers the three Spiritual Stones and places
them in the Temple of Time. □ As an adult, Link receives advice and learns magical
melodies from Sheik. 0 After Princess Zelda reveals herself to be Sheik, she is captured
by Ganondorf. 0 Link lands the final blow against the monstrous Ganon with the Master
Sword in a battle for the future of Hyrule.
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> Main Characters
Link (Child | Adult)

■* Princess Z elda
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D Inside the Deku Tree O Dodongo’s Cavern B Inside Jabu-Jabu’s Belly
□ Forest Temple B Fire Temple Q Ice Cavern B Water Temple
□ Bottom of the Well D Shadow Temple D Spirit Temple □ Ganon’s Castle

©Kokiri Forest © Hyrule Castle Town © Kakariko Village ©GoronCity
©Zora’s Domain © Gerudo Fortress ©Lost Woods © Hyrule Castle
O Lon Lon Ranch ©Graveyard © Lakeside Laboratory O Fishing Hole
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Link Artwork Drafts <(
to fine-tune the games art direction while Link’s
in-game design was still undecided. Early versions
of Navi and Ganon are illustrated along with him.
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These drawings, made during the design process, show that Talon
and Ingo were meant to resemble Mario and Luigi, right down to

Key Art Design Proposal
One of the many sketches made during Ocarina of Time’s development, this

Developers
Notes
• Music as Magic: The moment an ocarina was
added to the story, producer Shigeru Miyamoto
decided music would be central to the game. Songs
occupied the role normally fulfilled by magic.
Sound director Koji Kondo was brought in to plan

• Hand-to-Hand Animation: Beyond a portion
fighting. One director, Osawa Torn, pictured “two
people connected by a sickle and chain, moving in
circles,” while another, Yoshiaki Koizumi, pushed
for a system with “the main character fighting only
of enemies, while the other enemies watch.”
• Navi’s Name: During the prototyping for
Z-Targeting, Koizumi changed the design of the

every animation in Ocarina of Time was done
• Working with Wind: After the completion of
the game, Miyamoto said, “They gave everything
they could to create a sense of wind, but the wind
itself was never worked into any of the designs.”

System.” Inspired by this, Osawa named the
• Emphasis on Swordplay: Designers set out to
make this a “Zelda where swordplay is possible.”
The development team went to the Toei Kyoto
Studio Park for research. The Z-Targeting System

story, which became about “beginning the jourthey part ways.”
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destroyed in three days. This could only be prevented by rewinding
time, which added a sense of tension and urgency to the game play
and story. The ticking clock put a time limit on dungeons, while
repeatedly meeting characters allowed them greater depth. Also
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lines, and enhanced visuals.
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I»Plot
In the land of Hyrule, there echoes a legend of a young boy who had waged
battles across time to save the world. A boy who, after the dust had settled,
embarked on a personal journey to find his beloved friend, the fairy Navi, with
whom he had parted ways after fulfilling his heroic destiny.
Link had wandered deep into the forest in search of Navi when Skull Kid
and two fairies appeared. Skull Kid stole the Ocarina of Time and transformed
Link into a Deku Scrub. As Tati, the yellow fairy, was taunting Link, Skull Kid
and Tael, the black fairy, fled into the woods. Tad joined Link in pursuit of
Skull Kid, tracking him to a clock tower in a village apdy named Clock Town.
Ihere, a traveling merchant known as the Happy Mask Salesman called out
to him. It seemed that Skull Kid had stolen a very important mask from him—
something called Majora’s Mask. The salesman told Link that if he recovered
both the ocarina and the mask, he could restore Link to normal. Together with
Tati, Link cornered Skull Kid at the top of the clock tower. There, he learned
that Skull Kid was attempting to drop the moon onto the world of Termina,
destroying it. The moon loomed large in the sky. As Tati and Tael began to
panic, Link seized the moment and took back the Ocarina of Time. Playing
the Song of Time, Link reversed the flow of time, finding that he had somehow
returned to the moment he had first set foot in the town.
He once again visited the mask salesman in the clock tower. The salesman
played a song to soothe the soul, which caused the Deku Mask to fall from
Link’s face, returning him to his original form. However, Skull Kid was still in
possession of Majora’s Mask. Link learned that it was this terrible mask that
gave Skull Kid his apocalyptic power. It had to be returned as quickly as pos¬
sible, but doing so was no small feat. In order to stop the moon from falling,
Link first had to summon giants from the four regions of Termina.
As Link relived the same three days over and over, he gradually drew closer
to the temples that housed the giants. As he did this, he helped people in need
and collected a variety of other useful masks.
After a multitude of three-day cycles, Link pursued Skull Kid and played
the song to summon the giants at the top of the clock tower. As he did, the
four giants approaching from each region caught the moon in its descent.
Majoras Mask began to move of its own will, causing the moon to go berserk
and swallow both Link and Tati whole. Inside the moon was a wide field and a
single tree. Around it were children wearing masks. The child wearing Majora’s
Mask asked Link if he wanted to play good guys versus bad guys. “You’re the
bad guy. And when you’re bad, you just run. That’s fine, right?”
And so the final battle began. Link defeated the deformed Majora’s Mask
and the moon vanished. Termina was saved. Skull Kid returned to normal, and
he laughed when he saw Link. The mask salesman took back Majora’s Mask
and, seeing the masks Link had collected, said, “This is truly a good happiness,”
and left.
That day there also happened to be a massive carnival in Clock Town. But
Link didn’t linger long. Having restored peace to Termina, he returned to the
forest and resumed his original quest.
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5> Kafei Design Proposals
Kafei plays a critical role in the events recorded in the Bombers’ Notebook. These sketches

}> Majora’s Mask 3D Sketches

o Developer
Notes
• Time Bears Down: Much like the plot of
Majora's Mask, developers were given a relatively
short period of time to complete the game: a single
year. They accomplished this by making the most
of Ocarina of Times assets while focusing effort on
designing a new game structure. The initial devel¬
opment team members were organized as a perfect
split between rookies and developers of Ocarina
of Time. Later, as the moon bore down on devel¬
opment, more original members were brought on,

making for a team of about 70 percent Ocarina
of Time veterans.
• “Do whatever you can!”: Yoshiaki Koizumi,
codirector on the title, was brought on after a
project he was really excited about was canceled.
Majora's Mask producer Shigeru Miyamoto told
Koizumi, “Do whatever you can!” He worked
in a number of elements from the canceled
project, which led to the Bombers’ Notebook
quests. Koizumi said of the intricate relationships
he dreamed up: “I threw in everything I had
experienced over thirty-odd years.”

through every inch of the original N64 version that
he helped direct. Points that stuck out while he
played went onto a “What the heck is this?!” list
The team then took any elements from the orig¬
inal game that they deemed unfair to the player
Aonuma said that he thinks the game no longer
charge of developing the remake, Grezzo, added

• “What the heck is this?!”: During develop¬
ment of Majora's Mask 3D, Eiji Aonuma played
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As Link rode his horse across Hyrule, he felt a strange beckoning. He found
himself deep within Hyrule Castle, where he found the Triforce resting.
“Link... Link... Accept the quest of the Triforce!”
There was a flash of light and Link vanished, transported to the land of
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Din. Din was a dancer in a troupe of performers, and when Link awoke, she
invited him to dance with her. It was then she noticed the triangular mark on
the back of his hand. “That is a sacred mark in Hyrule. If it’s the true symbol,
then you are a hero with a special fate, Link.”
As the troupe were enjoying themselves the sky grew dark. A voice from a
man calling himself Onox, General of Darkness, called out, Tve found you,
Din, Oracle of Seasons!” With that, a tornado appeared, enveloped Din, and
left with her, casting Link aside and rendering him unconscious.
One of the troupe’s members found Link and roused him. It was Zelda’s
nurse Impa in disguise. Zelda had sensed a darkness following Din, and sent
Impa to escort her to Hyrule, but Impa was wounded in the attack and could
not travel. She understood Link’s importance and sent him to the guardian of
Holodrum, the Maku Tree, who directed him in his quest to save Holodrum
and told him to seek the Rod of Seasons, which had the ability to control the
Onox imprisoned Din, the Oracle of Seasons, and buried the Temple of
Seasons, where the season spirits resided, under the earth. This caused the
seasons of Holodrum to become chaotic. The fruit of the earth rotted, and
the land began to perish.
The Temple of Seasons had come to rest in Subrosia, a subterranean world
far below Holodrum. Link reached the temple and recovered the Rod of
Seasons from within, but it wasn’t functional. Link would need to meet the
spirits in the temple’s four towers to reclaim its power—and then gather the
eight Essences of Nature scattered across Holodrum in order to save Din.
Link traveled between the surface and Subrosia, gathering the essences and
regaining the powers of the seasons, one by one. With the power of the four
seasons restored to the rod, Link was able to open new ways forward.
After Link gathered all eight essences, the Maku Tree granted him a Huge
Maku Seed. It allowed Link to access Onox’s Castle and confront Onox, the
General of Darkness. Faced with such worthy opposition, Onox revealed his true
form: a dark dragon summoned from the Dark Realm by the witches, Twinrova.
Link defeated Onox and broke the seal on Din. With that, the four seasons
of Holodrum slowly returned to their normal order.
With peace returned, Din and the others returned to Horon Village,
Holodrum’s central hub.
However, Onox’s true goal had been to cause enough damage to Holodrum
to light the Flame of Destruction, and that flame had already been lit next to
an altar where a certain rite was to be performed.
Link had successfully saved Holodrum. The triangular mark on the back
of his hand was surely the mark of a hero, but Link wouldn’t have time to rest.
Impa received a message from Hyrule that turned her face pale. She set out
for the land of Labrynna immediately.
Link’s next trial was already beginning...
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Link was transported to the land of Labrynnaby the Triforce and found Impa
under attack by Octoroks. After frightening them off, Impa and Link set off
to find a singer named Nayru. They happened upon a stone with the same
triangular mark on it as the one on the back of Link’s hand. At Impa’s behest,
Link moved the stone, and they found Nayru singing to a group of animals.
It was here that the Sorceress of Shadows, Veran, revealed herself. Veran
had possessed Impa in order to trick Link into moving the barrier rock. Veran
possessed Nayru, the Oracle of Ages, and using Nayru’s ability to manipulate
time, disappeared into the past. Suddenly, bizarre events started occurring
No longer possessed, but not yet fully recovered, Impa told Link to meet
with the land’s guardian spirit, the Maku Tree, but the Maku Tree had van¬
ished. Link headed into a time portal to several hundred years in the past along
with a young, would-be hero, Ralph, Nayru’s childhood friend.
In the past, construction on Ambi’s Tower had commenced. The tower was
being built so that Queen Ambi’s lover, who had gone missing at sea, would
someday find his way home by seeing this tower. However, time had stopped
without anyone noticing. Daylight was never ending and as long as it was day,
the once-kind queen had her people working themselves ragged. People had
taken to calling her structure the Black Tower.
Link saved the young Maku Tree of the past, and, upon returning to the
present, found her alive. After locating the Harp of Ages in Nayru’s home, which
allowed Link to warp between the past and present, Link returned to the past
to rescue the oracle, only for Veran to take control of Queen Ambi instead.
Thus began a dark age when the people of Labrynna suffered mightily
from the past through to the present. Link traveled between time periods,
collecting the eight Essences of Time required to defeat Veran. By the time
he’d collected them all, her Black Tower reached the heavens and Veran had
obtained power that allowed her to throw the flow of time in Labrynna into
true chaos. The misery of the people had lit the Flame of Sorrow on the altar
for a kind of strange ceremony. This had been Veran’s true goal.
After gathering the essences, the Maku Tree gave Link a Huge Maku Seed,
which Link used to enter the Black Tower. Just then, Ralph charged in ahead of
Link. He intended to slay Queen Ambi with Veran in her body and return the
world to normal. He left Link with these parting words: “Umm... Link... Don’t
forget me.” Ralph was the descendant of the queen. By eliminating her, he would
disappear. Ralph was unsuccess fill and Link himself had to battle Queen Ambi,
still possessed by Veran, at the top of the tower. Expelling Veran from Ambi’s
body and defeatingher, the young hero restoredpeace to the realm and itspeople.
Flame of Sorrow were both lit, and by kidnapping Princess Zelda, a symbol
of hope, Twinrova succeeded in lighting the Flame of Despair. With these
three flames burning, all that was needed to revive the evil king Ganon was
to sacrifice the princess.
Borrowing the powers of Din, the Oracle of Seasons, and Nayru, the
Oracle of Ages, Link entered the Room of Rites. After defeating Twinrova,
they offered their own bodies as a sacrifice to revive Ganon. Link stopped the
rampaging Ganon and escaped with the aid of the Maku Tree. The world had
narrowly avoided catastrophe.
The hero Link then boarded his boat and set out to a new land to train.
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In Oracle of Ages, Veran has disrupted time in the past,

l» The World

travel between present-day Labrynna and the Labrynna
of several hundred years in the past, changing aspects

example, the ocean was polluted in the past, making
King Zora ill. If Link does not clean up the pollution in
the past, King Zora will not survive to see the present.
As in Holodrum, Labrynna’s map changes based on
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Notes
• Zelda for a New Generation: The Oracle
series came about after Capcom developer Yoshiki
Okamoto approached Shigeru Miyamoto and
said that he wanted to try making a Zelda game
at Capcom. The pitch was to “convey the quality
of the NES Zelda tides to the current generation
of kids.” The games were released two years later.
• Power, Courage, Wisdom: At one point, there
were plans for three games: Oracle of Power, Oracle
of Wisdom, and Oracle of Courage. Oracle of Power
was similar to what became Oracle of Ages, except
Zelda, who gets kidnapped, controlled the four
seasons and Link would travel between Hyrule and

m
• Enough Content for Multiple Games: The
final version of the game ended up being about ten
times the amount of content originally planned. It
gradually grew larger as development continued,
• First Comes the Story: The development team
at Capcom started making the maps only after the
story was nearly complete. After that came char¬
acters. They would adjust the levels as they went,
• A Kinder Way to Make Games: In the middle
of development, Nintendo’s Yoichi Yamada joined

way to make games” with advice like, “It’s a good
idea to name the characters” and other practices
• Nayru Takes Ages: Nintendo’s Yusuke Nakano
was in charge of character illustrations. He would
listen to how the development team envisioned
the sprites and their impressions of the characters,
then expand on these notes and turn them into
illustrations. Finalizing Nayru in Oracle of Ages took
half a year. Her design called for a “wise, beautiful,
older sister-type woman,” and Nakano struggled
to express these traits in just the right way.

“Zeldaness” and “Nintendoness” to the games,
like having players practice ways to use a newly
obtained item after acquiring it. The Capcom
development team has said that it felt like Mr.
Yamada and his team were teaching them a “kinder
I 255
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Long ago, the power of the goddesses was s tolen by;
a young hero wearing green defeated him md seale.
between the dark one and the Hero of Tim< t faded inito legend, but the King
of Evil eventually returned. This time, a her
appear, and the people
could only pray to the goddesses for delivers
story of what happened

I
on this legend persisted where boys donned green clothes to celebrate their
coming of age. It was the twelfth birthday of an island boy named Link, and
he was given these Hero’s Clothes by his grandmother.
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Tetra, the target of a kidnapping by a monstrous bird known as the Helmaroc
King. Link saved Tetra, only for his sister Aryll to be kidnapped instead.
He boarded Tetra’s ship on a quest to save Aryll, imprisoned in the Forsaken
Fortress. Link found Aryll locked away with other girls in the belly of the fortress.
Before Link could rescue them, the Helmaroc King descended and tossed Link
into the sea. Link was rescued by a strange talking boat that called itself the King
of Red Lions. The boat told Link of how the King of Evil, Ganondorf, had returned
and was using the Helmaroc King to kidnap girls who might be Princess Zelda.
Before returning to take on the Helmaroc King, Link set about gathering the
Goddess Pearls and overcoming the perils of the Tower of the Gods in order
to wield the Wind Waker, a conductor’s wand with the power to create wind.
Link then headed for a mysterious castle, frozen in time beneath the sea. In
the castle, he found the Master Sword and pulled it from its pedestal.
With this legendary blade in hand, Link was ready to set out for the Forsaken
Fortress to save his sister. There, he met Ganondorf; though Link fought

valiantly, he could not land a single blow against him. Even when Tetra rushed
in to aid Link, the two were unable to stand against his powerful magic. They
Link and Tetra headed back to the room that contained the Master Sword
in the castle. The ancient king of Hyrule, true form of the King of Red Lions,
stood before them. He revealed that Tetra was Princess Zelda, inheritor of the
Triforce of Wisdom, and explained how Ganondorf returned long ago, but a
hero never appeared. As Hyrule fell under Ganondorf’s fist, its people prayed
to the gods, who sealed their kingdom under the Great Sea.
The ancient king of Hyrule beseeched Link to return power to the Master
Sword with the aid of the sages, and seek out the fragments of the Triforce of
Courage scattered across the sea. When Link found that Ganondorf had slain
the sages, he searched for descendants like Medli, who carried the blood of
the Sage of Earth, and the forest spirit Makar, who descended from the Sage
of Wind. After restoring power to the Master Sword and uniting the Triforce
of Courage, Linkbroke the seal on Hyrule Castle.
It was then that Ganondorf, possessor of the Triforce of Power, captured
Zelda. Link chased him and with Zelda, Link, and Ganondorf all within close
proximity, the Triforces of Wisdom, Courage, and Power within them com¬
bined to resurrect the legendary power of the goddesses.
Ganondorf desired to restore Hyrule in order to rule it. But before he could
place his hand on the Triforce to wish for this, the king of Hyrule intervened
and touched it first, crying out to the Triforce to wash away Hyrule and bring
hope to the world.
A final battle ensued. Ganondorf rushed toward Link, but could not with¬
stand the power of the Master Sword and the barrage of Zelda’s Light Arrows.
Pierced through by Link, Ganondorf entered a peaceful sleep. As Link and
Zelda floated to the surface of the sea, Link extended his hand to the king of
Hyrule, but the king chose instead to sink to the bottom of the sea along with
his kingdom. Ganondorf was vanquished, and the realm of Hyrule, the site of
so many adventures past, now lay beneath the waves.
Link, now the Hero of Winds, and Tetra, who’d resumed her role as pirate
captain, bid farewell to Outset Island and set out in search of a new land.
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Notes
• Steering Away from Realism: At the time
of The Wind Waker s release, most video games
were moving toward visual styles more closely
resembling reality. Hie Zelda team turned their
rudder the other way, moving from the realistic
look of Ocarina of Time to a simpler art style where
personality could be communicated at a glance.

but The Wind Waker required it. Developers used
white lines to show where the wind was blow¬
ing. The theme of control pops up in everything
from the Deku Leaf’s fan to the puppets in the
Tower of the Gods, and even being able to con¬
trol seagulls, while the Wind Waker wand merged
wind and control into one waving action. Before
the team decided on a conductor’s wand, they
considered giving Link an instrument like a ther-

• Variations on a Theme: The world of Ocarina
of Time is submerged beneath the sea in The Wind
Waker, and the music was designed to reflect this,
returning to many of the same melodies first used
posed on computers, with an emphasis placed on
Zelda-style interactivity. Though a song will keep
playing when a situation changes, its arrangement
and tempo will respond to Link’s status. This even
extends to the sound made when Link attacks,
which was made with a program that incorporates

being touched.

• The Faces of Link: The development team
wanted to create a Link that players would con¬
nect with emotionally, and created his large, black
eyes to be as expressive as possible. Early test
players from Europe requested that some color
be added to his eyes, so red and blue gradations
were attempted, but ultimately they settled on
black eyes with black eyelashes.

• Unraveling Strings: From the ropes on
suspension bridges to the strands hanging from
Moblin spears, strings feature heavily in The Wind
Waker. It can be tricky to make strings behave

• Elephants and Chips: The sounds of seagull
cries in the game were processed elephant cries,
while the sound of walking through a desert was
made using potato chips.

tionality was brought over by a Majora's Mask
programmer in charge of Majora’s Wrath, an
enemy who used whips.

• Sailing Tricks: To make transitions seamless

• A New Style of Game Play: As with past titles,
developers focused on memorable, innovative
game play. Steering away from the kinds of worlds

• The First High-Definition Zelda: The Wind
Waker HD was released eleven years after the
original version, after Nintendo began testing
upgraded visuals for Skyward Sword. The Wind
Waker whs chosen because of demand, as well as
the speed at which its cel-shaded visuals could be
upgraded to high definition.

mented with the sizes of both islands and the sea
itself. The GameCube would not load fast enough
if the islands were too large, placed too close
together, or if Link approached them too quickly.
The Wii U’s improved hardware allowed the team
to increase sailing speed with the Swift Sail.
• The Wind in The Wind Waker: The game’s
themes of wind, control, and the sea were incor-

that the game would be set at sea, with sailing
as a central mechanic. Hyrule was sunk before
players even started the game. With the world in
players cared about Link’s quest. On top of the
urgency that comes with saving the world, they
added the kidnapping of Link’s sister for more
personal stakes.
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^ Roc’s Cape Rough
This concept art depicts Roc’s
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Link to jump great distances
and glide through the air.

}> Map Screen Design Concept
This drawing showed one way to display the game’s map sere
to mark important spots and cloud cover that would part on
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}> Four Sword Capcom produced :
Sanctuary Concept “
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Developers
Notes
• Gnat Hat: Director Hidemaro Fujibayashi
dreamed up the Gnat Hat after Shigeru Miyamoto
chests and make mischief” Fujibayashi wondered,
“What about an item that makes Link small?”
• Four Swords, Four Colors: The colors for the
four Links were decided based on a proposal from
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[» Plot
The story of Four Swords Adventures takes place long after the tale from Four
Swords has faded into legend.
Swiftly and suddenly, dark clouds covered all of Hyrule, bringing a heavy
rain and filling its people with fear. Princess Zelda summoned Link to Hyrule
Castle, sensing that this could be the work of the Wind Sorcerer Vaati, who
was supposed to be sealed inside the legendary Four Sword. Zelda offered her
prayers with the six maidens and opened the way to the Four Sword Sanctuary.
The light leading to the sanctuary darkened and ablack shadow stepped forth.
“Y-you’re... Link?!” Zelda said, unsure as she spoke. This Shadow Link,
who looked exactly like the real adventurer, captured Princess Zelda and
the maidens.
Link pursued them into the Four Sword Sanctuary and extracted the blade.
As the legend foretold, Link was divided into four; but pulling this sword from
its pedestal also freed Vaati. The Four Sword was devoid of its Light Force, the
source of the blade’s ability to repel evil. The Links set out to replenish it by
saving the people of Hyrule from the chaos wrought by Vaati’s return. Over
the course of their journey, the Links also reclaimed the Dark Mirror, causing
After rescuing the six maidens and Princess Zelda, the Links fought Vaati
fall apart around them. The Links and Zelda fell into the bowels of the palace,
group, I will skewer the lo t of you on my Trident!!”
Ganondorf, a Gerudo thief, had broken the taboos of his village and had
gained possession of the Trident. Wielding the Trident gave him great power,
but the King of Darkness still desired more. Using the Shadow Links, he’d
orchestrated Vaati’s resurrection and brought a great darkness to Hyrule.
A battle with Ganon ensued, but with the Four Sword in hand and the
help of both Princess Zelda and the maidens, the Links succeeded in sealing
Ganon away.
They then returned the Four Sword to its sanctuary, making Link whole
once more and restoring peace in Hyrule.
All the while, the crest of the Triforce in Hyrule Castle continued to shine.

d of Zelda: Four Swords Adventures
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5-8

The chart below shows the relationships between characters
who appear from Level 5 through Level 8. The connections
for Princess Zelda’s rescue, Link and Shadow Link, Vaati, and
more change as players progress. All characters are sorted by
the area and stage in which they appear.
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THE HEAVENS
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• Passing the Torch: Before Four Swords
Adventures, longtime director and designer Eiji
Aonuma told Shigeru Miyamoto that he was no
longer interested in working on the Zelda series.
Miyamoto proposed that he become the producer
instead, urging him to try looking at the series
with a bit of distance. "As you watch talented
new people make a Zelda game, revisit what you
think Zelda is,” Miyamoto said. Other than a stint
directing Twilight Princess, Aonuma has been a
• Evolution of Adventure: “Hyrulean Adven-

around gathering rupees. From there, it transi¬
tioned to a game with a solid amount of puzzle
solving, and then to being about gathering Force
Gems to obtain the Master Sword. The 2D design
of the game made changing focus like this possible.
Changes of a similar scale in 3D would have been
much more difficult.
• Four Links with a Single Player: “Hyrulean
Adventure” was initially created as a multiplayer
game. It wasn’t until later that the single-player
mode was added as a bonus. About two months
before release, Miyamoto advised director Toshiaki
Suzuki: “If you’re going to have single player, make
sure you do it properly. A single-player Zelda that
isn’t interesting as a game is no good.” Though it
would delay the game’s release, they spent the next
month essentiallyredoing the way the game played
with a stronger focus on the single-player side.
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• Like Pieces of Power: The idea for the
the Pieces of Power that appeared in Link's
Awakening—items that occasionally dropped
after defeating enemies and temporarily boosted
• Twenty-Four Dungeons: The evaluation
upon clearing a level in “Hyrulean Adventure” was
inspired by Super Mario Bros. Since each level was
completely independent of the others, some staff
felt it was like making twenty-four dungeons.
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The World oftheMinish Concept Art
These images were drawn to show how and where the
Minish live. At the start of development, the games
director, Hidemaro Fujibayashi, asked for a large number
of storyboards and environmental concept art.
The design for the minuscule race was mostly complete
not decided until later, with early ideas floating about like
“Chilorians” or “Tiny People.”
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Notes
• A New Perspective: When developing Zelda
games, director Hidemaro Fujibayashi thinks
about the main hook of the game play before dig¬
ging deeper into how it will play out in combat or
puzzles. He steers away from game play that doesn’t
feel “ZeWfl-like,” instead asking how that game
play can provide a fresh perspective on the familiar
and beloved world of Hyrule. In The Minish Cap,
the act of shrinking and growing allowed designers
to show Link’s world in an entirely new way with¬
out ever taking them out of it.
• A Hat That Shrinks Link: The idea for a hat
that shrinks Link came from the Gnat Hat in Four
Swords, which itself was an idea Shigeru Miyamoto
had during production of that game. The team on
Four Swords thought Link’s shrunken appearance was funny and wanted to use it again. They
filed the idea away until The Minish Cap, where it

evolved from a minor item to something central
to the game’s design—changing size to explore
different comers of the world.
• Showing the Way: When the team worked
on the Oracle series, they struggled to find ways
to direct the player without a character to guide
them. For The Minish Cap, they decided to make
a partner for Link right from the start. Around
the same time, they were brainstorming signature
items Link could wear, including masks and hats.
The designers combined the two ideas and gave
Link a talking hat, thus leading to the prototype
for Ezio.
• Gust Jar’s Inspiration: When Fujibayashi
thinks of ideas for new items, he pulls concepts
from sources as disparate as fairy tales and science
experiments. The idea for the new Gust Jar item in
The Minish Cap came from a gourd that can suck
up anything in the sixteenth-century Chinese
novel Journey to the West.

times, Link shrinks down but the world appears
while regular sized. The designers did this to give
Link a sense of scale while also keeping players
Aonuma felt the 2D perspective of the garni
helped accomplish this effect, which challenged
players to notice subtle details like mouse holes
to find new paths and progress the story.
• A Town That Feels Alive: Fujibayashi set out
to make the central hub of the game feel lived in,
packing the town with details and people going
about their fives. By adding hidden paths and
puzzles, accessed by shrinking, Hyrule Town also
took on the feel of a dungeon—something Zelda
developers hadn’t really attempted before. When
the game was finished, Aonuma had high praise
for the depth his team gave Hyrule Town, saying
it exceeded even Clock Town in Majoras Mask.

• Tiny Link, Big World: In some cases, the
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Link, a ranch hand and skilled rider, lived in Ordon Village, a small agricultural
town at die southern edge of the kingdom of Hyrule.
One day, Link was on an errand for the village swordsman when tragedy
struck. Monsters abducted his childhood friend Ilia and a group of village
children. Link hurriedly pursued them into the forest, a place of peace now
transformed into a black wolf and lost consciousness.
Link awoke in his beastly form in a casde dungeon with a mysterious imp
calling herself Midna before him. Midna agreed to help Wolf Link escape, and
with her guidance, they reached the top of the casde. There they found Princess
Zelda. The princess explained that Hyrule Castle had been overtaken by the
Twilight Realm and invaded by Zant, the King of Twilight, who commanded
the shadow beasts Link saw in the forest. Zelda explained that soon all Hyrule
would be shrouded in Twilight.
Hylian form. Bu t Ilia and the children were still missing.Link and Midna then
began a journey to collect three Fused Shadows, which possessed the power to
oppose Zant, and saved the rest of the Spirits of Light, returning the regions
of Hyrule invaded by the Twilight Realm to normal in the process.
When Link collected the last Fused Shadow, Zant launched a surprise attack and
once again turned Link into a wolf. Midna was gravely injured in Zant’s assault.

herself. B The Shadow Crystal that comes out of Link’s body when he draws the Master
Sword. Following this, Link becomes able to freely shift between his Hylian and wolf
forms. B The Mirror of Twilight that connects to the Twilight Realm is in pieces, but
incredible power within the Fused Shadows. B The fated battle against Ganondorf, who
was behind everything. B Midna, in her true form, destroys the Mirror of Twilight and
returns to the Twilight Realm.

Wolf Link petitioned Zelda for aid. Zelda told Link that the Master Sword
could break Zant’s curse, and, realizing the role Midna was fated to play in
stopping Zant, saved Midna’s life by pouring all of her soul into the imp’s body.
Following Zelda’s directions, Link and Midna journeyed to die Sacred
Grove, where Link obtained the Master Sword, once again lifting his beasdy
curse. Link and Midna were now ready to put an end to Zant.
To defeat Zant in the Twilight Realm, Link and Midna had to pass through
the only connection between the Light and Twilight Realms: the Mirror of
Twilight. As they headed for the Mirror Chamber, they met ancient sages, who
told them of the evil thief Ganondorf. Though blessed by the power of the
goddesses, the Gerudo sought more power and plotted to conquer the world
and was thus banished by the sages to the Twilight Realm, where his malice
was able to manipulate Zant and destabilize the Twili. The sages also revealed
that Midna was the true ruler of the Twilight Realm, usurped and turned into
an imp by Zant. The sages apologized for putting Midna’s people in danger by
banishing Ganondorf to her realm.
Zant knew the power of the Mirror of Twilight and shattered it. Together,
Link and Midna gathered its pieces from across the realm, restored it, and used
it to enter the Palace of Twilight. There, with the aid of the Fused Shadows,
Midna defeated Zant.
Link and Midna then set off for Hyrule Castle to vanquish Ganondorf.
Fighting alongside Princess Zelda, who was revived thanks to Midna, they
defeated Ganondorf in battle. The mark of the goddesses’ power within
Ganondorf vanished, and Midna returned to her true form.
In order to prevent a tragedy like this from occurring ever again, Midna
shattered the Mirror of Twilight. “Never forget that there’s another world
bound to this one,” she said, and with those parting words, Midna returned
to the Twilight Realm.
Link returned to Ordon Village, bathed again in the blessing of the Spirits
of Light, along with those who had been abducted.
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> Development

Documents
> Twilight Princess HD
Artwork Drafts
New illustrations for Link, Ganondorf,
Zelda, and other key characters were
produced during the development of
Twilight Princess HD. The completed
versions are on page 275. These drafts
show their evolution. The rough sketch
of Link shows how he might wield a
bow in the heat of battle.

«- Developer
Notes
• A Darker Zelda: After the cartoon style of 7he
Wind Waker, developers worked to make Twilight
with Link, who was older and drawn more real¬
istically. The visuals around him followed, with
designers developing more sophisticated controls
and adding darker elements that had not been
present in the series until this title, like children
being kidnapped.
• Right-Handed Swordplay: Originally, the Wii
and GameCube versions both used the B button
to swing Link’s sword in his traditional left hand.
Wii players at E3 unconsciously swung the Wii
opers tied swinging the sword to player motions.
The B button was repurposed to instead fire
more intuitive controls. To match players holding
the remote in their right hand, the Wii version put
the sword in Link’s right hand and mirrored the
world to compensate.

• Link-canthropy: The idea for Link to turn
into a wolf came from producer Eiji Aonuma. On
a business trip overseas early in development, the
Zelda veteran dreamed he was a wolf locked in
a cell; when he woke up, he didn’t know where
he was. They originally intended to have Link be
a wolf from the very start of Twilight Princess, a
stark departure from what would be expected of
a spiritual sequel to Ocarina of Time. After some
discussion, developers opted for a more traditional
beginning for the sake of new players, introduc¬
ing Link as a Hylian in Ordon Village before he is
captured and transformed into a wolf.

• Realistic Horse Riding: Great care was
taken in Twilight Princess to incorporate battle on
horseback and improve the realism of horse riding.
Keisuke Nishimori, who was in charge of character

• A Dungeon Overworld: Every Zelda game

Media, which handled the HD version, worked
hard to balance the clarity HD allowed with the
feeling of a “soft, blurred atmosphere” so charac¬
teristic of Twilight Princess.

overworld and dungeons. Developers wondered

rience what it was actually like. What Nishimori
learned from the ride, and how big a horse actually
feels when standing next to one, helped bring a
greater sense of realism to horses in the game.
• Finding the Right Balance: Making an HD
version allowed developers to enhance puzzle
mechanics and display distant backgrounds more

ing in Link’s quest to collect Tears of Light across
provinces. While care was given to make the
encroaching Twilight Realm feel uncomfortable
to motivate players, developers made sure not
to make it so unpleasant that players would stop
playing. Sound was key to achieving this balance.
“Make the music so you don’t like it,” Aonuma said,
“but not too unpleasant, more ‘I’ve got to do some¬
thing!’ Make sure it has a sense of atmosphere.”
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t» Plot
A few months after their adventures in The Wind Waker, Tetra’s pirate crew
reached the domain of the Ocean King. There, an eerie Ghost Ship appeared in
the fog, sailing away with Tetra after she boarded it. Link tried to jump aboard
to save her, but fell one step short and dropped into the sea.
Link washed up on the shores of Mercay Island and was rescued by a fairy
named Ciela who'd lost her memories, and a mysterious old man named Oshus.
Link needed a vessel to pursue the Ghost Ship, and his search led him to the
treasure-seeking Captain Linebeck. The two set out in search of the Ghost
Ship in an aptly named ship, the SS Linebeck.
Link obtained a sea chart from the Temple of the Ocean King, a place patrolled
by illusory knights known as Phantoms. The temple had an aura that drained
Link’s life just by setting foot inside, making it impossible to go any farther.
A fortuneteller named Astrid advised Link to seek out the Spirits of Power,
Wisdom, and Courage in order to find the Ghost Ship. To do so he obtained
a powerful item, the Phantom Hourglass, which allowed him to control time
within the Temple of the Ocean King and venture farther within to gain more
He traveled to numerous islands, and after rescuing the Spirits of Power
memories returned and she regained her sacred power.

With the spirits gathered, Link boarded the Ghost Ship. Inside, Link found
that Tetras Life Force had been stolen, turning her to stone.
Oshus appeared and revealed that he was the Ocean King and that the demon
Bellum was loose, consuming Life Force like Tetra’s. To defeat Bellum, Link
would need the Phantom Sword, a sacred blade forged from three pure metals.
Oshus recognized Link as a true hero for saving the spirits, and implored
him to now seek out the pure metals and stop Bellum.
Waiting in farther-flung corners of the map were peoples guarding these
pure metals. Link earned the trust of the Gorons, Anouki, and Yook, and
proved his wisdom and courage to the Cobble Kingdom. With each bond,
Link was granted a pure metal, and together they were forged into a blade. The
Ocean King then fused the blade with the power of the Phantom Hourglass,
completing the Phantom Sword.
Link reached the deepest part of the Temple of the Ocean King, where he
found the demon. During the battle that followed, Ciela regained her ability
to stop time as the Spirit of Time, and together, Link and the fairy vanquished
Bellum and restored Tetra’s Life Force.
But Bellum wasn’t finished. He emerged from beneath the sea and sank the
SS Linebeck. Bellum possessed Linebeck, forcing Link to fight his friend. Link
defeated Bellum once more while sparing Linebeck. In victory, the sailor always
so obsessed with treasure wished only for his sunken vessel to return to him.
Link and Tetra awoke on their ship. The pirates insisted only ten minutes
had passed and they must have dreamed the whole adventure. That’s when
Link spotted the SS Linebeck in the distance.
Link and Tetra bid farewell to the realm of the Ocean King and resumed
their journey to seek out a new land. A new Hyrule.
The Legend ofZelda: Phantom Hourglass
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Northwestern Sea

[»The World
The world of Phantom Hourglass is governed by the
great spirit known as the Ocean King. Said to be the
next ocean over from where Vie Wind Waker took
place, it also seems to exist somewhere far beyond.
Its map depicts a vast ocean dotted with islands
in four quadrants. In all, there are sixteen islands
Link and Linebeck can visit. On some, people make
their homes. Others may be home to only a single
minigame. Sea charts found in the Temple of the
Ocean King open new areas to explore. Sea travel
takes place in the SS Linebeck, but Link can also
warp across the map using Cyclone Slates.
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Developer -»
Notes
• Three Years in the Making: Development on
Phantom Hourglass began soon after Four Swords
Adventures, with much the same team investigating
what would be possible with the Nintendo DS’s
had not yet been released, this early work was
done on a prototype unit. At first, the team was
keen to create a direct follow-up to Four Swords
Adventures with Game Boy Advance-style visuals
on two screens. Partway through, they shifted
focus to a game that would set the standard for
the new console’s unique control options. This led
• Goodbye, Buttons: The team was initially
worried about controlling everything with the
stylus, so they left in button controls. It was when
the Boomerang was introduced, which had players
draw its path before throwing it, that they were
convinced using the stylus for all other actions
would be fine.
• Returning to the Temple: The Temple
of the Ocean King was created as developers
ply acquiring hearts. Repeatedly exploring the

would give players an immediate sense of accom¬
plishment. Ihey then added enemies that could
not be defeated (Phantoms), followed by a time
• Sand in the Hourglass: Phantom Hourglass
wasn’t the first Zelda game where a time limit
played a central role. The development team stud¬
ied how Majora's Mask used time and applied it
to the Temple of the Ocean King in a way that
better suited dungeon game play. The idea to apply
the final stages of development. The hourglass
combined with the concept of Phantoms for the
game’s title.
• A New Kind of Zelda: From cute box art
designed to appeal to new players, to an emphasis
on stylus controls, this first Zelda title on the

• All the Names: The names of the ghosts who
haunt the Cobble Kingdom come from carpen¬
ters who appear in Ocarina of Time, Majoras Mask,
and other games in the Zelda series. King Mutoh
is the leader of the Cobble Knights in Phantom
Hourglass, much like Mutoh leads the carpenters
of other titles. Mutoh’s carpenter apprentices also
have similar names to Cobble Knights, like Brent
and Brant, respectively. And the names of Mercay
and Molida Islands come from Mercator and
Mollweide projection, techniques for displaying
maps in the real world.
• Composing Linebeck’s Theme: The first
attempt by composer Toru Minegishi to write
“Linebeck’s Theme” was rejected by producer Eiji
Aonuma, who said he “felt the grief and sorrow of
a middle-aged man” in the piece. Aonuma asked
Minegishi to steer the music toward a style found
in traditional Japanese narrative singing known
as naniwabushi.

ways. Mechanics central to previous games like
removed, while Pieces of Heart were replaced
with whole Heart Containers.
• Two Screens, Two Perspectives: Developers
also focused on ways to use both screens to their
advantage in game play. The boss fight against
Craykin the Temple of Courage shows the battle
from the boss’s viewpoint, which is only possible
due to the hardware having two screens.
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Many years after Tetra and the Hero of Winds made landfall in the lands of the
Lokomo Tribe, the Spirit Tracks crisscrossing the realms were disappearing.
Princess Zelda called upon a young engineer in training named Link to help
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Together they traveled to the source of the tracks: the Tower of Spirits,
which had broken apart as the Spirit Tracks disappeared. Chancellor Cole
arrived in a Demon Train, revealing that he was a demon working to revive
his lord, Malladus. Cole’s henchman, a mysterious man named Byrne, helped
Cole separate Zelda’s spirit from her body, and together they stole her body.
Link and the spirit of the princess hurried to the Lokomo Anjean, protector
of the tower. She told them that Zelda’s body was to be used as a vessel for
reviving Malladus, the Demon King sealed inside the tower. Ihe only way to
stop Malladus from breaking free was to collect Rail Maps from the tower, now
shrouded in evil, and restore the Spirit Tracks, long ago built to be his shackles.
Link and Zelda’s spirit made their way up the tower to obtain their first map.
This was no easy feat. Phantom guardians possessed by demons were on patrol.
taking control of the Phantoms body—a power that would prove useful. After,
Link and Phantom Zelda recovered the first Rail Map. An impressed Anjean
granted them use of the Spirit Train, an ancient locomotive once helmed by
the Spirits of Good. Thus began the long journey of Link and Phantom Zelda
They met the residents ofWhittleton and headed for the Forest Sanctuary
beyond the Lost Woods. Using the Spirit Flute given to him by Princess Zelda,
Link played the Song of Restoration with the sage Gage, amplifying the power

of the Rail Map. The Spirit Tracks to the Forest Temple returned. As they
restored the temple’s barrier, a portion of the divided Tower of Spirits returned
to normal, enabling them to ascend farther up the tower. They obtained the
second Rail Map from within it and headed for the next realm.
At the heart of each realm’s temple, Link played the Song of Restoration on
the Spirit Flute, restoring the region’s connection to the tower and allowing
After recovering the Fire Realm’s Rail Map, Byrne appeared before Link
and Zelda. Anjean tried to stop him from interfering, revealing that Byrne was
once Anjean’s apprentice. Byrne had betrayed her, desiring power to surpass
the Spirits of Good by reviving Malladus.
As Anjean and Byrne battled, Anjean warped Link and Zelda to the Fire
Realm, urging them to hurry.
After restoring the final barrier, Link and Zelda returned to the tower.
They reached the top only to find that Cole had already revived Malladus and
escaped. To defeat the Demon King, they would need the Bow of Light, which
rested within the Sand Temple.
Together with Anjean and Byrne, who had realized the error of his ways,
they set out for the Sand Realm and secured the Bow of Light.
From the top of the Tower of Spirits, the Compass of Light then pointed
Link and his allies to the Dark Realm and the Demon Train, where Cole and
In an epic battle for the fate of the realm, Link sho t Malladus with the Bow
of Light and Zelda took back her body, but Byrne lost his life. Holding back
tears, Zelda used her sacred power, and together with Link’s courage, destroyed
the Demon King.
Realizing that the Spirit Tracks and the people of this land no longer needed
Lokomo protection, Anjean told Zelda to watch over the land and that Link
must help her, then departed.

The Legend of Zelda: Spirit Tracks
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THE SPIRIT TRAIN
The Spirit Train is entrusted to Link and Zelda by Anjean. This
to trade for Train Cars at the Linebeck Trading Company,
allowing him to customize the look of the train to suit his
fancy. Each train is made up of four cars, with variations on
each depending on the Train Cars that Link has acquired.

J £

LIFE ON THE RAILS

everyone on the rails. Engineers rely on these
keep things running smoothly.
Spacetime Gate

,JgJP*
Spirit Train

Wooden Train

Steel Train

Skull Train
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5> Spirit Train Design Proposals
In the story, the Spirit Trains power source is the Life Force it obtains from
the Spirit Tracks. This was planned early on in development, while many
other aspects of the game’s design were still being worked out

Developer -»
Notes
• The Majora's Mask of Phantom Hourglass:
Just as Majora's Mask is based on the world,
characters, and style of Ocarina of Time with a
twist, so too does Spirit Tracks grow from and
reimagine core elements of Phantom Hourglass.
Developers decided early on to base much of
the game play around controlling Phantoms via
Zelda’s spirit, taking inspiration from the section
of Phantom Hourglass where players switched
between controlling Gongoron and Link.
• Zelda as a Companion: Developers wanted to
ensure that Link’s companion in this installment
was a girl, and they had already featured Tetra in
past titles. Since the series is called The Legend of
Zelda, they felt it was long overdue to have Zelda
• All Aboard: The idea to base the game around
trains was inspired by a picture book that producer
Eiji Aonuma was reading to his kids. Initially, the
team planned to let players draw the tracks them¬
selves, embracing the pioneering spirit that has long

}> Phantoms Concept Art
New Phantoms were added for Spirit Tracks, with variations if they were
possessed by Zelda. If the player talks to the Phantoms during the game,
they will mutter and complain. The developers channeled some of their own
frustrations into these Phantom grumblings.

style of game lasted a year before the idea proved
story. As a result, fixed tracks were laid that vanish
at the beginning of the game and mustbe restored.

as important as the one he played in Phantom
Hourglass, Linebeck III is the only character aside
from Link and Zelda in Spirit Tracks to have a
voice. “Eeeya-hah!”
• Musical Training: The sound of the Spirit

• More Zelda, Less Princess: Developers felt
that it was important for the Princess Zelda of
Spirit Tracks to contradict what players might
expect from royalty, and purposefully wrote her to
act more like any girl her age might. The game’s cut
scene designers had plenty of fun with this idea,
especially in the early scenes when Zelda, driven
out of her body, is still getting used to being a spirit.
• Gaining Levels: The scene where Link ascends
the spiral staircase in the Tower of Spirits was not
originally in the game, but was added near the end
of development after a comment from Aonuma.
“The player has repaired it and can now climb
higher,” he said, “but just going in and out of doors
will never create the feeling of climbing a tower.”

Minegishi of a pan flute, so he used the instru¬
ment in background music that plays while Link
is riding the rails. This choice was in keeping with
other folk instruments that had been a critical
component of each game’s sound since The Wind
Waker. Developers again wrote music that changed
depending on the action and even specific player
movements. The speed of the song playing when
the Spirit Train is moving, for instance, changes
“choo-choo” blasting in time with the music.

• Linebeck’s Return: Director Daiki Iwamoto
grew very attached to Linebeck in Phantom
Hourglass, leading to his descendant’s appearThough his role running a trading post is hardly
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One dark, fateful day, the earth cracked wide and malevolent forces rushed
forth from the fissure. They sought the power of the Triforce, the power of the
goddesses that grants the wish of the one who touches it. The goddess Hylia,
protector of the land and Triforce, took the surviving members of the race that
would later become Hylians, and sent them skyward, putting them and the
power of the Triforce out of evil’s reach. Then, she and the rest of the Surface¬
dwelling races fought back the monsters, sealing their leader, Demise, away.
She knew that the seal would not hold, and only the Triforce had the power
Years passed, and the goddess and the Surface became the things of
legend. The story of Skyward Sword began in Skyloft, the largest of the islands
floating in the sky. Link, a student of the Knight Academy, completed the
Wing Ceremony and was enjoying a flight through the sky atop his Loftwing
with his childhood friend, Zelda. Suddenly, a dark tornado attacked the two,
and Zelda fell below the clouds. That night, a mysterious voice guided Link to
the goddess statue, where he found the Goddess Sword placed in a pedestal.
Together with Fi, the spirit of the sword, Link dove beneath the clouds and
Link and Fi s search led them to the Temple of Time in the Lanayru Desert,
where their reunion with Zelda was cut short by an ambush by Ghirahim, a
lord of the lower lands plotting the revival of Demise.
Zelda, who was with her bodyguard Impa, then passed through a Gate of
Time to the distant past. Impa destroyed it behind them, so that Ghirahim
could not follow. In order to pursue Zelda, Link took on the trials that would

open a second door in the Sealed Temple deep in Faron Woods. He tempered
the power of its Skyward Strike to restore the temples Gate of Time. When
Link passed through the gate, he found Zelda on the other side: in the Sealed
Grounds of the ancient past, just moments after Skyloft separated from the
Surface. Zelda then told him what she had learned. Though the Triforce is the
legacy of the goddesses, their kin cannot use it. The goddess Hylia abandoned
her divine form so that her soul might be reincarnated in a mortal body to
protect the world.
This incarnation of the goddess Hylia was none other than Zelda herself.
Zelda apologized for involving Link in such a heavy destiny. She strengthened
the seal upon Demise and, to stabilize it through millennia, entered a deep,
deep sleep that would last for thousands of years. “Ever since we were kids, I’d
always be the one to wake you up when you slept in,” she said. “But this time,
when all of this is over, will you come to wake me up?”
Link returned to the present and sought the legendary Triforce within
Skyloft. Using its awesome power, he eliminated the Imprisoned, a twisted
form of Demise who had broken the seal. Having fulfilled her task, Zelda
awoke in the present. It was then that Ghirahim appeared and dragged Zelda
back into the world of the past. He intended to perform the rites that would
successfully revive Demise, who still lived in the past. Link pursued Ghirahim
Armedwith the Master Sword, Link faced Demise and won—the demon’s
duty, returned to the Sealed Temple and went to sleep inside the Master Sword
as well. Impa saw Link and Zelda off- to the present, where, as an old woman,
she completed her role of guarding the seal and quietly faded away.
The threat of the demons receded from the Surface and all was at peace
once more. Link and Zelda decided to give up their lives in the sky, choosing
instead to live on the Surface and protect the Triforce.

The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword
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> The World

Ihe world of Skyward Sword is divided into
two areas: the sky and the Surface. Skyloftians
live in the sky and a variety of other races live on

Ihe Surface can be broadly divided into three
areas. Faron Woods, Eldin Volcano, and Lanayru
Desert are each protected by a dragon, whose
name they share with the land they watch over.

The World Map (Surface)
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Development Documents

• Inventory Worthy of a High-Five: Ideas like
the pointer controls for the Gust Bellows and
to utilize the Wii MotionPlus as much as poss¬
ible. During development, the team looked into
systems for changing items without having to rely
ie the
position of the remote. They then adopted a round
selection menu, allowing the player to tilt the Wii
MotionPlus to choose an item. Shigeru Miyamoto
loved this system, since players could swap items
without looking at the screen. After hearing this,
Fujibayashi high-fived Ryo Tanaka, the head of
UI design. Miyamoto enjoyed the feeling of the

• Link’s Friend Fi: One designer on the project was
responsible for writing all of Fi’s explanation text,
giving her a distinct, singular voice throughout the
game. During development, the team brainstormed
ways for Fi to also assist in game play, including
giving Link a lift in place of the Sailcloth and appear¬
ing when Link’s sword was thrown in combat.
• Zelda’s Second Quest: During development,
the team considered turning Zelda’s adventure
after she landed on the Surface into a fully playable
“Second Quest.” It never became reality, but the
setting of that story was used in the cinematic
shown after the game’s ending.

e storyboards were then left in
/here other team members could
d write comments. Character
storyboards. The pr

. IwataAsks. “The Legend ofZelda: Skyward Sword.”
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The Japanese sub tide for A Link to t/ze Past was Triforce of the Gods. A
Link Between Worlds was tided Triforce of the Gods 2 in Japan, which
makes it the first title in the Legend ofZelda series to use a subtide
and attach a number to indicate that it is a sequel.
A Link Between Worlds shares many similarities with A Link
to the Past, but A Link Between Worlds was very much its own
game, making ample use of the 3DS s 3D perspective when Link
flattened into a painting, allowing players to see and do things they
couldn’t in the familiar top-down view. Producer Eiji Aonuma also
reimagined the way equipment worked so that players had more
freedom to choose the order in which they completed dungeons.
In A Link to the Past players found most items in a particular order.
Here, Link could rent equipment from Ravio using rupees collected
over the course of the adventure. This added a layer of strategy for
| December 26,2013 (JP)

eye on rupees.
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Long ago, Ganon used the power of the Triforce to attack the kingdom of
Hyrule. A hero wielding the Master Sword sealed Ganon away with the help
of the Seven Sages. Following the sealing, the Triforce divided into three and
came to rest in different parts of the kingdom—one within the sealed Ganon,
one with the royal family of Hyrule, and one within the spirit of the hero.
Many years later, a young apprentice blacksmith named Link set out for
Hyrule’s sanctuary to deliver a sword. Inside, he encountered a terrible scene.
An evil sorcerer, Yuga, had invaded this sacred place and accosted the priest.
His daughter, Seres, lay cowering before the altar as Yuga, seeking “perfection,”
turned her into a painting. Yuga turned to discover Link had witnessed the
whole thing and used his magic to render Link unconscious.
Link awoke in his own home with a stranger named Ravio, who claimed
to have rescued him. The bunny-eared traveler gave Link an old bracelet as a
symbol of their new friendship, and with urgency, Link headed for Hyrule
Castle to report what he had seen at the sanctuary.
Greatly concerned, Princess Zelda ordered Link to investigate. Link tracked
Yuga to the Eastern Palace, where he learned that the sorcerer was targeting
the descendants of the Seven Sages and turning them all into paintings. Link
challenged Yuga and was struck by Yuga’s magic and turned into a painting.
After Yuga departed, the bracelet Ravio had given Link began to glow. Link
found he could change from a painting into his normal form at will, enabling
him to move along walls and slip through cracks.
After turning the other sages into paintings, Yuga headed for Hyrule Castle
to capture Impa and Princess Zelda, bearer of the Triforce of Wisdom, so that
he could revive Ganon. He surrounded the castle with a barrier to keep Link
out. To break the barrier, Link would require the Master Sword. After collecting
the Pendants of Virtue needed to wield the blade, Link made his way through
the Lost Woods and retrieved the legendary sword.
Zelda into a painting.

Pursuing the fleeing Yuga, Link turned himself into a painting and slipped
through a crack in the wall, entering the parallel world known as Lorule.
Yuga was waiting for him on the other side, having already revived Ganon
and fused with him. Hilda, princess of Lorule, came to the rescue just as Link
was overwhelmed by Yuga’s new power. Hilda was able to keep Yuga at bay,
During that time, Link set out to reverse the magic that had turned the
Seven Sages into paintings and obtain the Triforce of Courage, thus gaining
the power to defeat Yuga. He traversed both Hyrule and Lorule, exploring
dungeons and freeing each sage. Then, with the Triforce of Courage in hand,
he once again headed for Lorule Castle.
It was there that Princess Hilda revealed that she intended to keep the
This was a mistake. The Triforce proved the very foundation of the realm, and
without it, Lorule was fated to degrade and destroy itself.
Princess Hilda had ordered her subordinate, Yuga, to capture the Seven
Sages of Hyrule and steal Princess Zelda s Triforce of Wisdom. When Yuga
fused with Ganon, he also gained the Triforce of Power. All that was left was
Link’s Triforce of Courage.
Yuga betrayed Hilda, stealing her Triforce ofWisdom, and turned her into
a painting. Wielding the Bow of Light, Link vanquished Yuga and recovered
all three Triforce pieces.
Princess Zelda and Princess Hilda both returned to their original forms.
Still, Hilda would not relent in her quest for the Triforce. Too strong was her
will to save her own kingdom, even if Hyrule would suffer in the process. It
took Ravio of all people to intervene and persuade her to stop. When Hilda’s
plan was first put into place, Ravio had been unable to stop her, so he ventured
to Hyrule to enlist the help of Link. Inspired by Link’s heroism, Ravio pleaded
with his princess to reconsider.
With Ravio’s words, Hilda decided to accept her kingdom’s fate. Using the
last of her power, she turned Princess Zelda and Link into paintings and sent
them back to their world. As they parted, Ravio shook Link’s hand and spoke.
“Maybe some of your courage rubbed off on me,” he said. “So thanks, Link.”
Backin Hyrule, Link and Princess Zelda placed their hands on the Triforce
and wished for Lorule to be spared its fate. Though they had brought trouble
to Hyrule, they had done so out of desperation, not malice.
With this wish, the darkness that plagued Lorule lifted as its long-destroyed
Triforce returned, and Lorule was saved.
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Hyrule Castle stands in the center of the kingdom of Hyrule, surrounded
by a rich and diverse world of forests, mountains, and desert. The terrain
strongly resembles the period from A Link to the Past. When Link travels to
the decaying land of Lorale, the map stays much the same. But like the Dark
World of his earlier adventure, everything parallel in Lorale has a darker air
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Developers
Notes
• Inspired by Phantom Ganondorf: Early in
development, producer Eiji Aonuma was haunted
by memories of Phantom Ganon’s ability to enter
walls through paintings in Ocarina of Time. He
mused, “It would be fun if the player got to do
that this time,” leading to Link becoming a
painting himself.
• Initially a Skeleton Crew: The initial design
document for A Link Between Worlds was written
shortly after Spirit Tracks was finished. Skyward
Sword was already well into development and
most of the team was needed there. This left three

first 3DS Zelda game: director Hiromasa Shikata,
lead programmer/subdirector Shiro Mouri, and
a third programmer. For nearly a year, the three
brainstormed and refined the game’s vision. It was
during this time that Shikata brought the concept
• One Canvas, Many Styles: Deciding the
style Link would be painted in proved difficult.
Hie game’s artists experimented with a wide range
of techniques. A toon-style Link was considered,
similar to The Wind Waker but flattened. This
didn’t mesh with the rest of the game’s art, though.
Other styles were explored, from a child’s scribbles
to line drawings. After they decided on a style, the
question became why he would turn into a paint¬
ing. This is how Yuga was born: a crazed painter
who could turn people into art using magic.

• More Than a Sequel: While A Link Between
Worlds began as a direct sequel to A Link to the
Past, its story and design evolved as development
progressed. Its initial team found new ways to use
the classic map and expand on ideas that showed
potential in the original. The direction “If it can
be changed, it is okay to change it” let them tell
a story set in the same world as A Link to the Past
that at the same time felt fresh.

The Legend of Zelda: A Link Between Worlds
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The first multiplayer-focused Zelda since Four Swords Adventures
introduced players to an entirely new kingdom known as Hytopia.
__
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Console: Nintendo 3DS

fight enemies and solve puzzles using unique mechanics, including
the Totem system that allowed players to stand on top of each other
support online cooperative play.
demo Tri Force Heroes was made available for download
on October 7, 2015, just before the game’s worldwide release. It
allowed three players to try the game out together for an online

A free

°f

► | October 22,2015 (JP)
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Once upon a time there was a kingdom called Hytopia, and the thing that the
people who lived there loved more than anything else was being fashionable.
Princess Styla, the most stylish of this style-obsessed kingdom, was adored
by her people. Well... adored by all but one person.
One day, Princess Styla received a gift. It was a mysterious package; it
did not say who it was from, but the box was so beautifully wrapped that
the princess could not help herself and opened it. This was a mistake. As she
opened the box, a strange cloud of smoke enveloped the princess. When the
smoke cleared, she was wearing an embarrassingly ugly full-body jumpsuit
that she could not remove.
“A perfect outfit for a perfect princess.”
The words of the Drablands Witch, Lady Maud, echoed in the princess’s
head. Princess Styla was so miserable that she locked herself in her room, and
the people, no longer able to see her stylish beauty, fell into despair.
The most distraught was her father, King Tuft. The only way to remove the
curse on Princess Styla was to defeat the witch who cast the spell. However,
the land where the witch lived was very dangerous, and only heroes could
enter. Thus the king sent out a call for heroes.
A young traveler visiting Hytopia happened to spot the king’s plea, posted
on the notice board in the town plaza: “WANTED: TRI FORCE HEROES!!

as
o

YOU may be a Tri Force Hero! Our kingdom needs such heroes to defeat the
evil witch and lift the curse placed on Princess Styla. Whoever succeeds in
this most noble of tasks will be rewarded to the fullest extent of my extensive
power. So sayeth King Tuft, ruler of Hytopia!”
The young man matched the description of a Tri Force Hero. His name was
Link, the hero who saved Hyrule.
Madame Couture of the Castle Town tailor shop made a heroic outfit for
Link, and he was granted permission to enter the Drablands. In order to take
on the Drablands, he would need to cooperate with two other heroes. The three
were able to form the legendary Totem, a vertically connected formation they
Together, they pressed farther into the Drablands, over snowy mountains
and through rocky passes. Back in the casde, Princess Styla had become more
comfortable with her tights-bound appearance, but she grew tired ofwaiting.
More than anything, she wanted to wear frilly dresses again.
The heroes’ wardrobe grew as their adventure continued, until they arrived
at the home of Lady Maud. Maud, the Drablands Witch, donned an enormous
outfit both gaudy and overstated, and attacked with fury. But the combined
power of the Tri Force Heroes, their natural courage, and their teamwork drove
her back. Lady Maud relented.
“You and the princess deserve each other,” she said. “You’re all unfashion¬
able, ungrateful cretins.”
She used her magic to vanish, and the heroes were able to save Princess Styla
from her humiliatingly drab appearance. The kingdom of Hytopia erupted with
joy. The return of the beautiful Princess Styla brought happiness back to the
people, and the three heroes were celebrated for their brave feat. As for the
reward that the heroes were to be granted, they were given the Cursed Tights
as Princess Styla’s hand-me-down.
It’s not like she needed them or anything.

Surrounded by smoke, she is trapped in the Cursed Tights and looks in the mirror in
horror. B The Drablands Witch who casts the spell roars with laughter. □ Ihe king is
unable to hold back his tears at his daughter’s fate. B Ihe heroes make outfits out of

The Legend ofZelda: Tri Force Heroes
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t saved both Hyrule

Princess Styla
The fashionable and overly curious
princess of Hytopia. A curse from the
Drablands witch, Lady Maud, traps

Sir Combsly

Key Art

^ Lady Maud
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> The World
Ihe three chosen heroes set out through the Triforce Gateway
in Hytopia Castle into the perilous Drablands. These lands
are broadly divided into nine regions, and excluding the Den
of Trials, each is separated into four stages the heroes must
complete to advance. In all, Link and his two friends also
named Link will venture into ruins atop snowy mountains,

And after aUl that, the Den of Trials still awaits, with the
increasingly challenging enemies over eight unique zones
inspired by past stages.

TheDrablands

o Developer -*
Notes
• Ihree Become One: Tri Force Heroes did
not initially have a single-player mode, as direc¬
tor Hiromasa Shikata felt its multiplayer was fun

Keisuke Umeda. “If the green part of Links hero
outfit was a tunic and he took it off,” Umeda asked,
“wouldn’t there only be a brownish undershirt
and white tights left?”
• A Story with Multiple Links: Story pro-

• A Timeless Theme: Wearing the Timeless
the 8-bit sound of an NES. This music was origi¬
nally added to the game as a way to compress data
when transferring the game to another 3DS unit
for Download Play. The Timeless Tunic was cre¬
ated so that players could hear the tune whenever

Links appear simultaneously. Rather than make
one Link the leader of two non-Link hero candi¬
dates, the team decided that each player would

requested it. Shikata later said that the result was
better than he ever thought possible.
• Link at a Minimum: Link’s initial Bear

Castle. This would give each player confidence
that their Link was truly a hero, as he’d already
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Still More Legends
'^r
Legends grow. Legends last. And few in the gaming world
have lasted longer and grown more than The Legend ofZelda.
Link has embarked on a litany of adventures outside of the
core Zelda titles discussed at length in this book. There are
spinoff games set in the Zelda universe. Games set in other

universes in which Link, Zelda, and others appear as guest
characters. Link and others have appeared in racing games.
Fighting games. Even alongside Sonic the Hedgehog.
This section shines a light on the dozens of other titles on
which The Legend of Zelda has left its mark.

SPECIAL EDITIONS AND RERELEASES
^ Release Dates: February 17,2003 | November 28, 2002 (JP)
OCARINA OF TIME &
MASTER QUEST
Ocarina of Time was made available for
the GameCube, bundled with the neverbefore-released Master Quest, for those
who preordered The Wind Waker. Master
Quest was originally developed for the
N64’s 64DD peripheral, but this was its
first release. It is also playable in Ocarina of
Time 3D for the3DS.

THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:
COLLECTOR’S EDITION

bundle or as a subscription incenAmerica. The disc contains four
titles: The Legend of Zelda, The Adventure of
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It also includes clips of and a demo for The

l

Spinoff Titles
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BS THE LEGEND OF ZELDA SERIES
The “BS” in the title stands for “Broadcast Satellite.” These two Legend ofZelda
games were released exclusively in Japan and utilized a satellite modem periph¬
eral for the Super Famicom. They were only playable during predetermined
broadcasting times.
Since they are played through the BS-X, the console’s menu system, the character
Two titles with four episodes were broadcast and the nature of their release means it is no longer possible
to play thi

BS THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:
ANCIENT STONE TABLETS
The second BS The Legend ofZelda was far closer
to A Link to the Past in its visuals, right down to the
menus. The story took place six years after Link
defeated Ganon, in a Hyrule where monsters were
once again appearing. After Sahasrahla left on a
journey to find Link, the sages younger brother
mysterious youth inside a ball of light. This was
the player.

BS THE LEGEND OF ZELDA
These games were notable for their SoundLink narration, which
game itself resembled a version of the first The Legend ofZelda
with upgraded graphics, using the 16-bit hardware of the Super
Famicom. However, the story covered during the prologue is the
same as the Imprisoning War from A Link to the Past.
formers were awarded an 8M Memory Pack of the game with the
transmitted game data stored once the broadcast was over.

AMIIBO
Characters from The Legend ofZelda have been featured in three sets iof amiibo
figures to date: Super Smash Bros., Breath of the Wild, and a wide-raiiging The
Legend ofZelda series depicting variations of Link and Zelda ove r the last
thirty years. Each amiibo unlocks exclusive game content when tapj:>ed while
playing certain Wii U or Switch games.
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Link (Archer)

Link (Rider)

Zelda

Bokoblin

Guar
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Release Dates: March 31,2016 | March 17,2016 (JP)
r Console: Nintendo 3DS (DLC)
THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:
FOUR SWORDS
ANNIVERSARY EDITION

MY NINTENDO PICROSS: THE LEGEND OF
ZELDA: TWILIGHT PRINCESS
A Zelda- themed Picross puzzle game

Four Swords included a new single-player
mode. It was released for free between
September 28,2011, and February 20,2012,
to commemorate the twenty-fifth anniver¬
sary of the series. The Anniversary Edition
also added new stages themed around classic
tides including Link's Awakening, A Link to
the Past, and the original The Legend ofZelda.

image by filling in numbered rows
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contained forty-five challenges, all
based on Twilight Princess. Players could
exchange their My Nintendo points to
download it.

©2016 Nintendo©2016 Jupiter
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Release Date: April 28

MARIO KART 8 | MARIO KART 8 DELUXE
The eighth installment of the Mario Kart series included downloadable
content adding Link as a playable character. The Hero of Hyrule mounted
the gold-trimmed Master Cycle to race the game’s already massive

THE TINGLE SERIES
2006 (JP)
Console: Nintendo DS
FRESHLY-PICKED TINGLE S
ROSYRUPEELAND
Tingle, a thirty-five-year-old bachelor, sets out on
a journey in his very own RPG. Lured in by Uncle
Rupee’s cajolery, he earns rupees and aims to enter
the fabled paradise of “Rupeeland.” The game cen¬
ters around the collecting of rupees—everything,
from Tingle’s health to moving forward, requires
them. True to its main character, it is an eccentric
tide to be sure. Rosy Rupeeland was released in
Europe as well as Japan, making it the only Tingle
game to date to be released outside of Japan.

,J

>

Everyone's favorite aging fairy wannabe has shown up in Zelda titles ever since
Majora's Mask. But in Japan, Tingle has his own series of games.
Release Date: August 6,2009 (JP)

RIPENED TINGLE S
BALLOON TRIP OF LOVE
Tingle’s second title was an adventure game. In
Balloon Trip of Love, a single thirty-five-year-old
person is sucked into a book, where he becomes
Tingle. To escape the book, the titular character
must dance with the princess at the city ball. He
works to reach the city, meeting all manner of
beautiful women along the way, with three famil¬
iar companions: Kakashi, a scarecrow who wants
to gain wisdom; a kindhearted tin woman named
Buriki; and a cowardly lion, aptly named Lion.

TINGLES
BALLOON FIGHT DS
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Even More Games
—'
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Elements of Ihe Legend ofZelda have appeared in scores of other games to date. A wide catalog of games have featured outfits, weapons, characters, and even
Ze/da-themed minigames over the years. 'This list collects the rest of these titles to date, in order of appearance.

Link appears as one of Cranky Kong’s Video Game Heroes.
996 (JP)

SNES

Super Mario RPG

This Japan-only successor of sorts to Mario Paint includes stamps of Link
and Zelda from Ocarina of Time.

3DS DL: Nintendo 3DS Downloadable Software | Wii U DL: Wii UDownloadable Software | iOS/Android: Smartphones

%
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Ze/da-themed outfits and more appeared in this action RPG made by Capcom.

Songs, outfits, and playable vid
this Japan-only follow-up to the 5 rhythm and music-making game.
>13 (JP)
A Japan-only rhythm game played with drumsticks. Ihe Legend of Zelda
theme is included as part of the Famicom DLC pack.
In addition to the Zelda content in the DS version, there is a game in the
DIY Showcase based on The Adventure of Link.

A compilation of popular NES tides. It includes The Legend of Zelda.

Mii Plaza comes bundled with every 3DS. The Legend of Zelda content plays
a role in multiple minigames, including Zelda- themed puzzles in Puzzle Swap
as well as hats and outfits in Find Mii.

;d with every 3DS. Link is in one of the physical
AR cards included with the console. By viewing the card, it is possible to
photograph him.
[•> 12.8.2011 (NA/EU)
10.5.2011 (JP)

DSDL Pushmo

This downloadable cor
Adventure of Link.
► 10.24.2014 (NA/EU)
9.20.2014 (JP)

of popular NES titles included The
Bayonetta 2

A special “Hero of Hyrule” costume is found in Bayonetta, which was
included with the release of Bayonetta 2 on the Wii U.

Zelda stationery is available in this software that lets users write and
This ultimate version of the action RPG by Capcom featured download-

An action game released by Bandai Namco Entertainment and based on the
popular manga/anime. Zoro gets a Link outfit if players tap the Link amiibo.

Link and Zelda amiibo unlock special aircraft named for the characters in
this action flight simulator by Bandai Namco Entertainment.

A free piece of software that let players tap various amiibo to try classic
Nintendo games, including The Legend of Zelda, The Adventure of Link, and
A Link to the Past.

This pixel-puzzle game released only in Japan features Zelda content in
Grandpas NES Park.
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tapped, including ones from the Legend ofZelda series.

The smaller, downloadable version of Daigasso! Band Brothers P also included

Players battle their Miis in this strategy game set in a fantasy world.
Tapping amiibo will give Miis new outfits, including many from the Legend
of Zelda series.

A Breath of the Wild medley was added to the arcade version of the popular

Tapping compatible Legend of Zelda amiibo unlock helpful assists and

The Master Sword, Hylian Shield, and Link’s signature green tunic appear
when players tap compatible amiibo.

Tapping an amiibo unlocks a special puzzle for that character in this threedimensional Picross for the 3DS.

A Link outfit based on his appearance in The Wind Waker was included along
with weapons for Felyne companions in this version of Monster Hunter.

Zelda- themed items occasionally appear in this mobile title, including outfits
and wigs for dressing up players’ Miis.

Tapping a compatible Legend of Zelda amiibo will unlock a unique look or
special Copy Ability.

Tapping a Zelda amiibo will unlock unique items.

In this action RPG by Capcom, Ze/da-themed equipment is included, as
well as an Epona companion monster and a Skull Kid Mask for Navirou.

Ze/da-themed illustrations and stickers appear in this game that centers
around exchanging pictures.
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An Interview with The Legend ofZelda Series Producer Eiji Aonuma

Revising
Expectations in
The Legend of Zelda

S

eries producer Eiji Aonuma has lived and
breathed The Legend of Zelda for more than

twenty years, playing a key role in the develop¬
ment of every release since first joining the team
on Ocarina of Time. During his tenure, the
veteran Nintendo developer has overseen the
series’ evolution and reinvention through
generations of home and handheld consoles.
In this interview, recorded in December
2016 at Nintendo Headquarters’ Development
Building, Aonuma reflects on the series’ growth
and player expectations over a storied history
more than three decades long. We ask what
defines a Zelda game and how the series’ legacy
was incorporated into Breath of the Wild, released
four months later (March 3, 2017) for the
Nintendo Switch and WiiU.
The interviewwas conducted in Japanese and
has been translated into English exclusively for
this edition.

msmEIJI AONUMA

A THOUSAND
DEVELOPERS

the main focus of development was
to revise expectationsfor Zelda games.

player, enabling you to go to the next
area, where a new dungeon will be
waiting for you.

AONUMA: Indeed.
Right.

Congratulations on receiving the
Lifetime Achievement Award at the
Golden JoystickAwards1 in England.
AONUMA: Thank you very much.
In the video message to commem¬
orate receiving the award, you spoke
about how "over one-thousand people
have been involved in developing the
Zelda series." Just looking at the
great number of characters, items,
and dungeons that appear in The
Legend of Zelda: Encyclopedia, it’s
easy to understand just how many
people must have been involved with
the series.
AONUMA: That is very true.
Looking at this book, I’d like for fans
to feel nostalgic, and I hope that the
people involved in the development
of Zelda can look at it and think, “I
made this!”

On that subject, what do you think are
the expectationsfor a Zelda game?
AONUMA: When I first got
involved with Ocarina of Time, which
was my first time on the series, there
was already a set of expectations.
And we were going to translate them
to 3D with Ocarina of Time.

AONUMA: At the time, I was in
charge of planning out the dungeons.
You were the dungeon designer,
correct?
AONUMA: Yes. However, if you’re
making a Zelda game for the first
time, that means it’s your first time
making the dungeons, so I started
by asking myself: “Just what makes
a dungeon?”
So what did you interpret a dungeon
to be?

ELEMENTS OF
ADUNGEON

With the latest entry in the Legend
of Zelda series, Breath of the Wild,2

1. The Golden JoystickAwards are a
storied British video game award pro¬
gram that celebrated its thirty-fourth
year in 2016. The categories are divided
into themes like Ultimate Game of the
Year and Best Original Game, with
some awards granted to individuals in
the game development community. In
2016, Eiji Aonuma was awarded a
Lifetime Achievement Award.

AONUMA: The main structure
of a Zelda title is to start from
a village and then dive into the
dungeons. Clearing them means
increasing what you can do as the

AONUMA: Then, inside the dun¬
geon is a miniboss, and defeating
them yields an item. You then use
that to do something you couldn’t
before, and also to beat the boss.
That’s the basic setup.
In other words, the player uses the
items they obtain right away, and then
again to beat the boss, which is an
expectation of a Zelda title, correct?
AONUMA: That is correct. The
player defeats the miniboss and uses
the item to learn the basics, and after
that comes the section where they
apply that.
A section to apply what they’ve
learned... in other words, a puzzle
that can only be solved if they put their
knowledge to use?
AONUMA: Yes. As they try out
various uses, they learn what is
possible and then apply that to beat
the boss, then by advancing to the
next dungeon—
—they get hit with another puzzle.
[laughs]

2. The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild was released on March 3, 2017. In the expansive
adventure, Link’s first on the Nintendo Switch, players can move seamlessly across vast and
varied terrain. Where Link goes and how the story progresses is very much up to the player. As
of publication, Breath of the Wild is the largest-scale Zelda game in the series' history.

AONUMA: And that is the struc¬
ture. However, that sort of approach
can lead to problems.

examining it from a distance, it
starts to feel like, “Is this really
interesting?”
I see.

THE EXPECTATION
OF A STRAIGHT PATH

What sort of problems ?
AONUMA: The players had to
receive the items in the order we
decided.

AONUMA: On top of that, when
we’ve debugged Zelda titles in the
past, we would get reports saying,
“Doing this thing lets me jump
straight to this point, but is that
OK?” If we allowed such shortcuts,
it would mean that everything we
made in between those points would
be in vain...

Otherwise the game would be
unbalanced, correct?

It would just end up being skipped.

AONUMA: Indeed. So it was always
a straight path.

AONUMA: So, we would tell them
that it was a problem, and then spend
a lot of time plugging up shortcuts.

So even if players could freely travel
the 3D worlds you made ...in reality,
it was a linear journey, right?

Dropping in boulders, for example.
[laughs]

AONUMA: Structurally speaking,
yes.
Even if the path is straight, because
the game is in 3D, players will still
sometimes get lost.
AONUMA: That is why we worked
to minimize how much players would
feel lost. For example, we would place
numerous landmarks so that players
could follow them, and so on.

AONUMA: Right, [laughs] For
the new title, Breath of the Wild, we
allowed things like that instead of
“fixing” them.
You reworked the expected linear
structure.
AONUMA: That’s right. After all,
isn’t finding a shortcut yourself and
reaching a completely new area the
peak of fun? “I did it! I found a new
path!” [laughs]

Like sending up flares, [laughs]

tell them, “That’s by design,” and
send it back, [laughs]

“COULD THIS TAKE
ME TO THE ENDS OF
THE EARTH?”

In Breath of the Wild, the ability to
climb rocks is a critical new action.
AONUMA: Being able to climb
anything is a very important part of
the game, and when you reach the
top, you find a completely new space
spreading out before you.
In A Link to the Past, obtaining the
Hookshot lets the player cross over
to the other side of the river to find a
completely new area waitingfor them.
AONUMA: In that game, it isn’t
possible to reach that space without
first obtaining the Hookshot. But
in Breath of the Wild, if the player
wants to go there right from the
start, they can reach that new loca¬
tion. If they climb part of the way
up and realize they cannot go any
farther, they can use the paraglider to
descend right away. Then, by looking
at the terrain they just climbed from
where they landed—
—they can spot a better route leading
up the mountain.

Very true, [laughs]
AONUMA: Indeed. [laughs]
We did things like that to ensure
that players wouldn’t get lost. But
thinking critically, making a game
in which players never get lost is like
the development team saying that it’s
actually just linear.
Ah, yes, that’s true.
AONUMA: When making a Zelda
with that structure, and then
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AONUMA: Development on Breath
of the Wild started with the decision
not to steal that fun away.

AONUMA: That’s right. By realizing
that they should be able to climb
using that other route, they try again
and make progress, which is part of
the fun.

And that's why you decided to make
an open world?

I see.

AONUMA: Yes. That’s why. This
time, when reports would come from
the people handling the debugging
that they found a shortcut, we would

AONUMA: When they get higher
up, they can survey from there, and
may spot something that looks like
a hole and decide to check it out,

which is another way to have fun,
and I think that epitomizes what is
possible in an open-world game.
By the way, does looking out from
high places have any connection to
the fact that you grew up surrounded
by mountains in Nagano Prefecture ?

I would ride all over, wondering,
“Could this take me to the ends of
the earth?” Motorcycles are good
for driving down narrow alleys, and
I had fun getting lost in those places.
I feel like that sort of feeling is clearly
present in Breath of the Wild.
I see.

AONUMA: It has absolutely
nothing to do with it. When I was in
elementary and middle school, we
would go climb mountains for school
activities, but I hated it. [laughs]
[laughs]
AONUMA: There is actually a more
accurate reason as to why we did it.
In Skyward Sword, when Link ate
Stamina Fruit—

AONUMA: And that’s why horses
are so important in the game. Of
course, the player can control them
directly, but the horse will run on
its own volition, so players can look
around while riding. It’s a lot of fun.
We’ve made horses many times
before, but these are the best horses
we’ve ever made.

AN OPEN WORLD
—he was able to dash forward and
run up steep slopes.

FULL OF “I CAN DO

solving in Zelda titles. But as the
series progressed, the dungeons got
bigger and bigger, [laughs]
That’s very true, [laughs]
AONUMA: And since being re¬
turned to the entrance is not
enjoyable, we reworked that with
Breath of the Wild.
Cutting grass and defeating enemies
to find rupees and hearts is also one
of the expectations in a Zelda game,
isn’t it?
AONUMA: That is correct. But
rupees appearing when the player
cuts grass turned into questions
such as, “Is the grass growing rupee
fruit?” or “Who hid the rupees
there?” Most important though was:
“Is it heroic to go around cutting
grass to try to gather money?”

THAT TOO?!”
AONUMA: When dashing toward
a wall, it didn’t feel right to suddenly
just stick to it. The climbing came
from a conversation about how it
would be more fun to have Link be
able to climb without any external
factors. At the time, though, we
couldn’t fully implement it. It wasn’t
a world where you could go wherever
you wanted, after all. [laughs]
There are places you don’t want people
to go. [laughs]
AONUMA: Indeed. [laughs] It
would completely break the game.
But in an open world, climbing means
that the player can go wherever they
want. And I know I said that I hate
mountain climbing a little earlier, hut
there was a period where I was utterly
hooked on motorcycles.

[laughs]
I'd like to get back to what we were
discussing a little while ago. Aside from
straight paths, what other expectations
are therefor a Zelda game?

AONUMA: Of course, you can still
cut the grass in Breath of the Wild.

AONUMA: This is a bit conven¬

AONUMA: It’s a more realistic
game, so bugs come out. You can use
those bugs in all sorts of interesting
recipes.

tional, but if the player gets a Game
Over inside a dungeon, they are
returned to the entrance, right?
Right. Starting over from the entrance
is a little frustrating, [laughs]
AONUMA: It’s terrible. I think it
would be fine to revive the player
where they were defeated, even if it is
close to an enemy; however, starting
over from the entrance can lead to
new discoveries.

When was that?

You do sometimes find things that you
didn’t notice when you first entered.

AONUMA: It was when I was a
student. When I got my license,

AONUMA: Right. That system is
sometimes necessary for the puzzle

But no rupees appear from it, right?

I see. I suppose that being able to
cut grass and shake trees is expected
of Zelda game play. Players could
cut the signs in Ocarina of Time,
after all.
AONUMA: At first, I didn’t
understand what about that was
entertaining at all. When we were
making Ocarina of Time, I was
solely focused on the structure of
the dungeons. At one point, I was
getting exhausted, and Miyamotosan came over and said: “What if we
made it so the signs could be cut in

the direction of the sword swing?”
My mouth fell open, and I said,
“What?” [laughs]

and there were a lot that surprised
me. That’s why this game is such an
endless march of “I can do that too?!”

[laughs]

So you had some room in your heart
this time then, [laughs]

AONUMA: “What’s the point of
doing that?” After that, a programmer
told me, “I made it so the cut sign
pieces float on the water.” I thought,
“What in the world are these people
doing?” [laughs] These were things
that were totally unrelated to beating
the game.
From your perspective, focusing on
building the dungeons, you must
have thought that they were simply
goofing off.
AONUMA: You’re right. I think
people can only build that sort of
game play if they have some room
in their heart for it.
And you didn't have that room at the
time, did you?
AONUMA: When you really think
about it, it’s having the world of Zelda
react in some small way to the actions
that you yourself have taken. That is
what surprises players. When you
experience one thing, you want to see
what else you can do, and all sorts of
mechanics develop from there.

AONUMA: The team did a tre¬
mendous job with that. Far more
than I did! [laughs]

SOMETHINGS
SHOULD NEVER
CHANGE

What about expectations related to
Link's appearance?
AONUMA: Depending on the
title, he will wear green clothes, red
clothes, blue clothes, four differentcolored outfits... But he always wears
the same kind of hat. We’ve made
the games assuming that it was fine
to expect that, or that it was a given.
But thinking about it dispassion¬
ately, we ended up wondering, “Are
a green outfit and hat really that cool
looking?”
But those green clothes are sort of
special. They create the feeling that
once he’s wearing them, the fight has
begun.

Are there mechanics like that in
Breath of the Wild as well?
AONUMA: There are many. I once
asked a member of the development
team what happened after they burst
out laughing while playing the game,
and they said, “Look at what happens
when I do this.”
There must be a lot of fun things in
there that even you don’t know about.
AONUMA: You’re right. The team
came up with all sorts of tricks,
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AONUMA: In Breath of the Wild,
•we decided to start thinking more
closely about what appearance for
Link would make players happy.
Wondering if we were tied to some¬
thing just because it was expected
was the core reason for revisit¬
ing expectations with this title. It
challenged us to think about what
sort of new worlds we’d come up
with when we were released from
that spell.

AONUMA: Link was originally a
normal boy who would get caught
up in some sort of destiny, put on
the green outfit, and awaken to
something.
When players wear that outfit, they
can stand up taller and feel really cool.
AONUMA: That’s because the
designers worked incredibly hard to
make sure they looked cool. [laughs]
I suppose you're right, [laughs]

I see. Link being left-handed was
a given as well, until the release of
Twilight Princess/or the Wii.
AONUMA: Even if that was also a
tradition, there were a lot of opinions
about it, and I still don’t know what
the truth of it is. However, by asking,
“Why does Zelda have to be this
way?” we find a reason to change
things if we can’t come up with a
specific answer.
And so that’s why Link appears in this
game without a hat, wearing a blue
outfit, and even right-handed. As you
were revisiting these expectations,
what things did you decide you would
not change?
AONUMA: The element of growth.
The player growing alongside Link?
AONUMA: Yes. As I said before, as
the player gradually becomes able
to do more things, they experience
many things; when they reach the
next level, I want them to enjoy the
sense of accomplishment that comes
with expanding your capabilities
until the very end. That’s why
having not only Link but the player
grow is the most important aspect
of Zelda—and I think that is an
element we should never change.

ALL BECAUSE
OF THE FANS

Aonuma-san, since you joined the
development team on Ocarina of
Time, you’ve been involved with
Zelda for about twenty years, correct?
AONUMA: That is correct.
I imagine that it is extremely rare,
even within Nintendo, to only work
on Zelda and not be involved with
any other titles.
AONUMA: That’s why I received
a Lifetime Achievement Award.
[laughs]
[laughsj How have you been able to
continue working on the same series
for so long?
AONUMA: You know, that’s a
mystery to me. The truth is, I get
bored with things very quickly.
So, you get tired of things, [laughsj
AONUMA: There are very few
things that I can continue to do for
a long time. I was hooked on fishing
for a while, but once I had done
it enough to get a real feel for it, I
immediately became tired of it.
But there are things you don’t get
bored with?
AONUMA: Yes. There are three
things that I’ve always been able to
keep doing. One of those is Zelda,
one is the company wind instrument
club, and the other is cooking.

those three things. The thing that all
three share is that there is someone
to play the game, someone to come
listen to us perform, and someone to
eat the food.
If you were fishing, it’s not like
someone would watch you, I suppose.
In other words, it’s important to be
able to see someone enjoying it?
AONUMA: You’re right. That is
true, but then it could be said that
the game does not necessarily have
to be Zelda.
Ah, yes, you're right.
AONUMA: When cooking, you can
only serve the food to people you
know well, right? Similarly, when
the wind instrument club holds a
performance, there are people who
come every time to hear us. Then,
when the concert is over, we can
chat about whether they enj oyed the
performance this time.
If you cooked, someone could say,
“Well done as always, Aonuma. This
is really good."
AONUMA: [laughs] And with
Zelda, since there are people who
have been playing the games for
years, I can see how they react to our
new releases...

AONUMA: I think a major part
of that is how flexible Zelda is as a
series. For example, you can try some
baseball-like moves. Even fight like
you’re having a tennis match...
You’ve even done sumo, [laughsj
AONUMA: That we put so many
elements into these worlds may
just be what makes it Zelda. Even
in Breath of the Wild, you can do all
sorts of ridiculous things. There are
times when you’ll be surprised at
what you can make happen using
different elements.
I see.
AONUMA: Also, my individual
development history may be twenty
years, but The Legend of Zelda has
thirty years of history. This ency¬
clopedia is the fruit of all our labors,
showcasing how we have taken on
all sorts of challenges. Of course,
the reason that we’re able to publish
this sort of a book, or even make
Breath of the Wild, is because of the
fans who have supported us. I’d like
to thank all of them from the bottom
of my heart.

That must be exciting.
AONUMA: Yes. I get really excited
about it. Though it makes me really
nervous too. [laughs]
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Cooking.
AONUMA: I love to cook, [laughs]
I recently finally understood what
it is that allows me to keep doing

Even with that to look forward to,
it's incredible that you’ve been able
to continue working on a single series
for twenty years.

-K
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HE LEGEND OF ZELDA™ has captivated
players with its epic lore for over thirty

years. Dark Horse Books and Nintendo® proudly
present an encyclopedia that includes information
from the original 8-bit adventure all the way up
to Twilight Princess HDl

The Legend of Zelda: Encyclopedia is filled to the
brim with knowledge waiting to be explored. Delve
into the eras of Hyrule in the Historical Records.
Explore a comprehensive collection of enemies,
items, dungeons, and towns in the Database. Read
the story and developer notes of each game in the
Archives. If that weren’t enough, the book concludes
with an interview with series producer Eiji Aonuma!
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